
 

 

Protection Spells 



 

 

3x3 Spell3x3 Spell3x3 Spell3x3 Spell    

Needed: 

� Black candle 

� Small spool of cotton twine 

� Lamp oil 

� Deep dish 

� Sand 

� Athame 

This spell is best performed outdoors during the third quarter of the moon. 

 

Using the knife/athame, inscribe the name of the person, or word symbolizing the 

negative situation you are experiencing, near the bottom of the candle. Place the 

candle between your palms and breathe on the candle three times. With each breath, 

imagine you are exhaling the negativity you have received onto the candle. Take the 

cotton twine, and tie it around the base of the candle so that at least two feet of twine 

hangs from the knot. Begin tightly coiling the twine around the candle in a counter-

clockwise direction. While doing so visualize a giant, protective, mirrored egg 

surrounding you and repeatedly chant: 

“Three time three, as ye have sown 
Is thine to reap, thy harvest grown. 
For best, for worst, for praise or chide, 
The Gods alone your fate decide!” 
 

Continue wrapping the candle with the twine until you have spiraled to the top, 

covering every bit of candle. Loop the twine, trying it in a knot to one of the coils at 

the top near the wick. Next, take the oil and liberally smear the twine and candle 

with it--cover every inch of the entwined candle. Pour the sand into the dish and 

then wedge the candle into the sand so that it stands erect, then light it on fire. 

Watch as the candle melts away, knowing that the magical attack has been deflected. 

 

A Mirror Spell of Protection for the HomeA Mirror Spell of Protection for the HomeA Mirror Spell of Protection for the HomeA Mirror Spell of Protection for the Home    

Needed: 

� 12 inch round mirror 

� 9 white candles 

� Goddess image 

� Protective incense 

Compose an altar: place a censer in the center before an image of the Goddess. Have a 

twelve-inch (or so) round mirror there as well. Ring the altar with nine white 

candles. Burn a protective incense (such as sandalwood, frankincense, copal or 

rosemary) in the censer. Beginning with the candle most directly before the Goddess 

image, say these or similar words: 



 

 

“Lunar light protect me!” 
 

Repeat as you light each candle until all are glowing. Now, holding the mirror, 

invoke the Goddess in Her lunar aspect with these or similar words: 

“Great Goddess of the Lunar Light 
and Mistress of the Seas; 
Great Goddess of the Mystic Night 
and of the Mysteries; 
Within this place of candles bright 
and with Your mirror nigh; 
Protect me with Your awesome might 
while ill vibrations fly!” 
 

Standing before the altar, hold the mirror facing the candles so that it reflects their 

flames. Keeping the mirror toward the candles, move slowly, clockwise, around the 

altar, watching the reflected firelight bouncing off your surroundings. 

 

Gradually increase your speed, mentally invoking the Goddess to protect you. Move 

faster and faster; watch the light shattering the air, cleansing it, burning away all 

negativity and all lines along witch the ill energies have traveled into your home. 

 

Charge your home with the protective light of the Goddess. Race around the candles 

until you've felt the atmosphere change, until you feel that your home has been 

cleansed and guarded by the Great Goddess. 

 

When finished, stand once again before the image. Thank the Goddess in any words 

you wish. Pinch out the candles one by one, bind them together with white cord and 

store them in a safe place until (and if) you need to use them again for this same 

purpose. 

 

A Spell to Bind EvilA Spell to Bind EvilA Spell to Bind EvilA Spell to Bind Evil    

To use this spell you must be able to picture the evil you wish to bind within your 

head. It is very important to be able to see strands or bonds or knots that hold it 

together. Those are what you are going to release slowly. Do note that this spell can 

take a long time depending on the strength and complexity of the evil. You must 

imagine yourself undoing the knots or bonds and then say out loud as many times as 

needed: 

“I bind this evil from doing harm 
To those around us 
And itself 
I bind it to be free 



 

 

But not harmful.” 
 

It is very importantimportantimportantimportant that you realize that you mustmustmustmust do this slowly. If you do it quickly 

and try to overwhelm the evil it could overwhelm you or just manifest on it's evil on 

the energy you are giving out. If you plan to do this spell please be very careful and 

know that it is very draining. 

 

A Spell to Break the Power of a SpellA Spell to Break the Power of a SpellA Spell to Break the Power of a SpellA Spell to Break the Power of a Spell    

Needed: 

� Large black candle 

� Cauldron (or black bowl) 

� Fresh water 

If you believe that a spell has been cast against you, place a large black candle in a 

cauldron (or a large black bowl). The candle must be tall enough to extend a few 

inched above the cauldron's rim. Affix the candle to the bottom of the cauldron with 

warmed beeswax or the drippings of another black candle so that it will not tip over. 

 

Fill the cauldron to the rim with fresh water, without wetting the candle's wick. An 

inch or two of the candle should remain above the water. Deep breathe, meditate, 

clear your mind, and light the candle. Visualize the suspected spell's power as 

residing within the candle's flame. Sit in quiet contemplation of the candle and 

visualize the power flowing and growing with the candle's flame (yes the power 

against you). As the candle burns down, its flame will eventually sputter and go out as 

it contacts the water. As soon as the flame has been extinguished by the water, the 

spell will be dispersed. 

 

Break your visualization of the spell's power; see it explode into dust, becoming 

impotent. 

 

Pour the water into a hole in the ground, a lake or stream. Bury the candle. It is done. 

 

A Ward for aA Ward for aA Ward for aA Ward for a Ring Ring Ring Ring    

Needed: 

� Ring 

� Stones 

� Shell 

� Water 

� Salt 

Place the ring in the North of the room you wish to cast the spell in. Place around it 

stones and symbols of earth. Take the ring and in a shell or crystal dish filled with 

water mix some salt in. Say over this: 



 

 

“Creature of earth, I beseech of thee. Protection from harm is what I wish for me. In 
to 
you this ring I place, bind the protection well and to evil give chase.” 
 

Leave the ring in overnight in the light of the full moon and in the morning wash the 

salt water off, clear everything away and wear it! 

 

To remove the spell, place it in the south and say: 

"With thanks for protection given I now wish this spell riven!" 
 

And leave it there overnight in a window during a new moon. 

 

Amulet for DiscernmentAmulet for DiscernmentAmulet for DiscernmentAmulet for Discernment    

Needed: 

� Small amount of clay 

� Sharp pencil or pen 

Flatten the clay into a disk the size of a fifty-cent piece. Inscribe your initials on one 

side with the pen or pencil. Write the words Karma and the name of Spirit or your 

patron deity on the other side. Follow the instructions on the clay package -- some 

clays can air dry, others require baking -- to harden the clay. In a magick circle, 

cleanse, consecrate, and bless the amulet, asking that protection and wisdom 

surround you whenever you carry it in your pocket or purse. Follow this by saying: 

"I let go of time and space 
And connect with love and infinite grace 
The perfection of (God or Goddess). 
I join with Spirit 
I am part of the One! 
I conceive the form (intent) 
I remove error 
I accept success (intent) 
With the power of unlimited creativity 
My word is done. 
So mote it be." 
 

Ancestor Water ProtectiAncestor Water ProtectiAncestor Water ProtectiAncestor Water Protection Spellon Spellon Spellon Spell    

Needed: 

� Clean glass 

� Water 

Simply take a clean glass and fill it half full with water. Hold the water in your hands, 

close your eyes, and ask Spirit to cleanse, consecrate, and bless the water. Ask your 

ancestors (by name or simply by ancestors) to protect you and your home. Change the 



 

 

water every day, following the same steps as above. 

 

Angel TrapAngel TrapAngel TrapAngel Trap    

Needed: 

� A clean jar with a tight lid 

� Soapy water 

� Kosher salt 

� Paint (black, red and yellow) 

� Sealing wax 

� A lighter or matches 

The purpose of the angel trap is to capture and dissolve any 'angels' created on the 

astral by the fundamentalists to seek out and harass anyone that does not share their 

religious beliefs. 

 

Preparation: 

With your black paint, paint X's all around the middle of the jar. They don't have to 

be large to be effective. When that is dry, paint an X on the bottom of the jar. Let dry. 

The purpose of the X's is this: when the angels get trapped in the jar, they will look 

for a way out. There will be none. They will have no choice but to dissolve. They will 

also know never to bother you again for they will know what the consequences will 

be. 

 

Pour the soapy water into the jar, swirl it around coating all sides. Pour the water 

back out. 

 

Slowly pour the salt into the jar. Turn the jar at an angle to coat all sides. 

 

While this is drying, paint the lid black. Let dry. 

 

Next, take the lid and paint a pentagram on the top of it using the red paint. When 

that is dry, paint a spiral in the center of the pentagram using the yellow paint. 

Visualize this spiral as being a pathway into the center of the jar. 

 

When the spiral is dry, carefully put the lid back on the jar making sure not to 

dislodge the salt. 

 

Use the wax to seal the jar. 

 

Angelic Charm to Break all EnchantAngelic Charm to Break all EnchantAngelic Charm to Break all EnchantAngelic Charm to Break all Enchantments and Protect from Injuryments and Protect from Injuryments and Protect from Injuryments and Protect from Injury    

Needed: 

� Phial of rose water 



 

 

To work this charm, you need only sit with your cat in your bedchamber under 

Bride's new moon, watching the stars. Have a little phial of rose water at your elbow, 

made holy by a blessing. Speak thus to the great angel Sophiel: 

“Shining Angel Sophiel 
Work for me this goodly spell, 
All glamour and evil enchantments break 
And guard me when I sleep and wake; 
Bless my friendship with this cat. 
May our hearts ne'er closeness lack.” 
 

Take the phial of rose-water and anoint your animal friend with three drops. The cat 

is likely to clean herself, which is a fortunate sign. Listen in your heart to the wisdom 

your friend will impart to you for you shall share many secrets, and she shall reveal 

unto you many things which you could learn from no other source. 

 

Animal Spell for ProtectionAnimal Spell for ProtectionAnimal Spell for ProtectionAnimal Spell for Protection    

Needed: 

� Statue or plastic figure of your favorite animal 

� Small amount of protection oil or holy water 

� Red votive candle 

� Bell 

� Favorite incense 

� Salt 

Cast a magick circle and call the quarters. Carry the animal image around to each of 

the four quarters, asking for power, protection, and blessings from that quarter. Take 

the image to your altar and set the statue in the center. Light the incense and swirl 

the smoke around the image, saying: 

“Smoke is the prayer of fire. I cleanse and consecrate thee in the name of the Lord 
and Lady.” 
 

Light the red votive candle, and say: 

“Fire is the spark of life. I invoke protection, blessings, and power, and transfer this 
energy into (say the name of the animal).” 
 

Pass the candle over the statue. Sprinkle salt over the image and say: 

“Life is the gift of the gods.” 
 

Ring the bell three times over the statue, saying: 

“Sound is the voice of Spirit. I infuse this image with the blessings and protection of 
the Lord and Lady. May I be protected night and day.” 
 



 

 

Place the holy water or oil on the feet of the statue. Hold your hands over the statue 

and say nine times: 

“Smoke is the prayer of fire. 
Fire is the spark of life. 
Life is the gift of the gods. 
Sound is the voice of Spirit.” 
 

After the ninth verse, solemnly say aloud exactly what the animal energy is to protect 

-- your room, the contents of your locker, ect, or you can be more specific, saying 

exactly what you want protected. Visualize the strength and power of the animal in 

your mind. When you are finished, say: 

“As I will, it shall be done. 
Oil seals the spell.” 
 

Thank the collective energy, close the quarters and release the circle. Place the statue 

pointing toward the nearest door or outside window. If you must wait to place the 

statue, wrap it in black cloth for transport. When you set the image in place, repeat 

the words of the spell softly. Do not move the statue once you’ve chosen where it 

should stand. Renew every three months or sooner if there is a great deal of chaos 

where you have placed the statue. 

 

AntiAntiAntiAnti----Magick AmuletMagick AmuletMagick AmuletMagick Amulet    

Needed: 

� Clove of garlic 

� Snapdragon or peony 

� Almond 

� Washed peach stone 

� Sturdy white cloth 

� String 

During a waning moon place the items in the cloth and tie them inside saying: 

“Turn, turn, turn way. Any mal-intended magick, kept at bay.” 
 

Carry the bundle or keep it at home. 

 

AntiAntiAntiAnti----Stalker SpellStalker SpellStalker SpellStalker Spell    

Needed: 

� Justice Powder 

� Graveyard dirt 

� Dirt from a jail or prison 

� Dirt from a courthouse 

� Equal parts of pulverized mullein and wormwood 



 

 

� Picture, handwriting or description of the stalker (including the full name if you 

have it) 

� Small cage 

� Paper plate with a pentacle drawn on it 

� The World tarot card 

� Small padlock and key 

� Athame or sword 

Timing: Midnight on a Saturday, on the dark moon, or when the moon or sun is in 

Scorpio, or the hour of Saturn, or when Scorpio is rising 

 

If you can, perform outside, in the dark of night. Cast the circle and use the following 

alchemical quarter calls. 

 

Beginning in the east: 

"Soaring eagle, great ruler of the tempest, 
Storm, and whirlwind, tornado and hurricane 
Master of the starry vault 
Great being of the powers of air 
Attend this circle, I pray thee 
And guard this sacred space 
From all perils seen and unseen 
In this reality and the next!" 
 

Move to the south, and say: 

"Courageous she-lion! Princess of lightning 
Goddess of the Fire 
Bringer of spark and flame 
Mistress of conflagration 
Great being of the powers of fire 
Attend this circle, I pray thee 
And guard this sacred space 
From all perils seen and unseen 
In this reality and the next!" 
 

Move to the west, and say: 

"O thou Serpent of Old, ruler of the void 
Guardian of the sweet and bitter sea 
Mistress of transformation 
Great being of the powers of water 
Attend the circle, I pray thee 
And guard this sacred space 



 

 

From all perils seen and unseen 
In this reality and the next!" 
 

Move to the north, and say: 

"Black bull of the north, Horned One 
Dark ruler of the mountains and valleys 
Master of all that lies beneath them 
Great being of the powers of earth 
Attend this circle, I pray thee 
And guard this sacred space 
From all perils seen and unseen 
In this reality and the next!" 
 

Lift the athame or sword to the heavens, and say: 

"Lady of the Night, 
Horned Lord of the Dark Forest 
Attend me now!" 
 

Repeat the following chant three times while administering the next portion of the 

spell: 

"Everyone knows you reap what you've sown 
Captured and caught, your folly is known 
The dead have arisen 
The hound's at your door 
The Horned Lord is coming to settle the score! 
Pester me not from the earth nor the sea 
I've locked you away and I'm tossing the key!" 
 

Place the cage on the pentacle plate. Put the picture of the stalker in the cage and 

cover with the Justice Powder. Place the tarot card facedown on the powder. Lock 

the cage. Thank deity, close the quarters and release the circle. Bury the cage off your 

property. Toss the key far away from your home and miles from the cage. 

 

Astral Nasty TrapAstral Nasty TrapAstral Nasty TrapAstral Nasty Trap    

Needed: 

� Shoebox or wooden box 

� 2 mirrors 

� Lodestone or magnet 

� Black paint 

� Brushes 

� Glue 



 

 

� Holy water 

� Hexagram drawing 

� Tape 

� Scissors or a drill if using a wooden box 

Timing: Dark of the moon 

 

For measuring purposes, lightly tape the hexagram drawing on the outside front of 

the box, ¼ inch from the bottom edge. Cut a one-inch round hole above the drawing. 

Remove the drawing. Paint the box, inside and out, with black paint and allow to dry. 

Glue one mirror on the inside bottom of the box and one mirror on the inside top of 

the box. Sprinkle the picture with holy water, asking that Spirit empower the 

drawing to destroy all evil. After the picture dries, glue it underneath the hole on the 

inside of the box. Allow to dry. 

 

Place the lodestone on your altar or magickal working surface. With your fingers, 

form a triangle over the lodestone, and say: 

"Little stone of darkest gray 
Work my will this very day 
Pull toward you all that's ill 
Catch it up in darkness till 
It's gobbled up by pure white light 
Vanquished by the sigil bright 
Kept from harming anyone 
As I say, it shall be done!" 
 

Put the lodestone on top of the mirror that you glued to the bottom of the box. 

 

Note: Note: Note: Note: Wooden boxes can last years, where shoeboxes last only about six months. 

 

Banishing SpellBanishing SpellBanishing SpellBanishing Spell    

Needed: 

� Heatproof container or cauldron 

� Black or white candle 

� Basil and garlic (for uncrossing, protection) 

� Paper and black pen 

To be performed during the waning moon. 

 

Cast the circle. 

 

Invocation of the God and Goddess. 

 



 

 

Statement of purpose: 

“I am here to banish negative influences from my life. 
Right now, (name) is exerting an extremely negative force upon me. 
I ask for the God and Goddess to assist me in banishing these forces and eliminating 
his/her destructiveness.” 
 

Consecrate the cauldron as follows. Sprinkle with salt water and recite: 

“In the name of the Lord and Lady I charge you to serve me within this circle. I clear 
you of all former influences and energies that you may be fit for the workings of 
Magick herein.” 
 

Do the same with the candle. 

 

On a piece of paper, write full name of person to be banished. Roll up and tie with 

black string. Sprinkle with salt water and recite: 

“Thou creature of paper. 
By paper made, by paper changed. 
Thou art not paper, but thou art negative influences in (person to be bound). 
So mote it be!” 
 

Light the black candle. 

 

Burn the paper in the candle, visualizing all negative power over you vanishing in the 

flames and rising out of your world with the smoke. 

 

Sprinkle basil and garlic over the flames and recite: 

“Blazing force of cleansing fire 
Help me in this rite. 
By air and earth, 
water and fire 
So be you bound 
With this rite, 
Your power takes flight 
Sky and sea, 
Keep harm from me 
Cord go round, 
Power be bound 
Your negativity will no longer come my way. 
From henceforth, your power over me is banished. 
So Mote it Be!” 
 



 

 

Let paper burn itself out while visualizing a healthy, positive relationship with the 

person. Cakes and Ale, thanking the God and Goddess. Close the circle, thank the 

watchtowers for their protection. 

 

BindingBindingBindingBinding    

Needed: 

� Small cloth doll, leave the head unstitched until you are ready to begin the ritual 

� Needle and thread 

� Some personal item from the person you want to bind (fingernail clippings, hair, 

handwriting sample) 

� Black ribbon 

� Black candle 

� Cauldron or other fireproof container 

� Sterilized needle 

� Piece of paper and pen 

� 1 candle at each quarter (optional) 

Call the quarters. 

 

Light the black candle. 

 

Concentrating deeply on the person you are binding, place the personal object inside 

the head of the doll and sew it shut. 

 

Tie the black ribbon around the poppet's head, signifying the binding of that person. 

“With harm to none, my will be done 
I hereby bind you (name of person) 
Your words cannot harm me 
Your thoughts cannot harm me 
You cannot harm me.” 
 

Continue chanting this or something like it until you feel power surging through you. 

Visualize the person helpless to slander or verbally and mentally abuse you while you 

are chanting. 

 

If you have a sigil or a Craft name, sign it on the small piece of paper. If not, sign your 

own full name. If others are working the ritual with you, they too should sign the 

paper. 

 

With the sterilized needle, prick one of your fingers and put a small drop of blood 

over your signature. Again, if others are working with you, they should place a drop 

of blood over their signatures, (using a different needle, of course), Fold the paper, 



 

 

light it on fire and drop it into the cauldron (which should be on a heat-proof 

surface!). 

 

Meditate on the flames until the paper completely burns away. If you are working 

with a group, join hands at this point and feel the power surging around the circle as 

the spell is bound. 

 

Ground and center. 

 

Release the circle. Thank the Goddess and God for their protection and power. Bury 

the doll as far away from you as possible within the next few days. 

 

Binding SomBinding SomBinding SomBinding Someone Dangerouseone Dangerouseone Dangerouseone Dangerous    

Needed: 

� Black candle 

� Myrrh incense 

� Salt water 

� Poppet 

Best performed on Saturday (Saturn's Day). 

 

To bind a criminal/one who intends to do harm. 

 

To bring someone to justice. 

 

Collect your materials, including a poppet you made to represent the person in 

question. 

 

Cast a circle. 

 

Light a black candle and burn myrrh incense. 

 

Sprinkle the poppet with salt water, saying: 

“Blessed be, thou creature made of art. 
By art made, by art changed. 
Thou art not clothe (or wax) 
But flesh and blood 
I name thee (person being bound) 
Thou art s/he, between the worlds, in all the worlds, 
So mote it be.” 
 

Hold the poppet and imagine it enmeshed in silver net, binding the person in 



 

 

question. 

 

Tie the poppet up firmly with red ribbon, binding all parts of it that could possibly do 

harm. 

 

Charge it, saying: 

“By air and earth, 
By water and fire, 
So be you bound, 
As I desire. 
By three and nine, 
Your power I bind. 
By moon and sun, 
My will be done. 
Sky and sea 
Keep harm from me. 
Cord go round, 
Power be bound, 
Light revealed, 
Now be sealed.” 
 

Release the powers and open the circle. 

 

Bury the poppet at the time of the waning moon, far from your home, under a heavy 

rock. 

 

Go home and have some juice and do grounding. And clearing meditation. 

 

Binding SpellBinding SpellBinding SpellBinding Spell    

Needed: 

� Sheet of paper 

� Black ribbon 

� Fireproof bowl 

� Fire 

� Photo 

� Water 

Do on a waning moon. 

 

On a sheet of paper, write the name of the person you wish to bind. Also write down 

some negative behaviors that you would like to change positive. Roll the paper and 

wrap the black ribbon around it, set the paper on fire, and place in a fireproof bowl. 



 

 

Chant this until completely burned: 

“As this paper chars and burns, all these behaviors soon will turn.” 
 

Dump the ashes in the water. Visualize it glow with the power of peace. 

 

Concentrate on your intent. Take the water and ashes to a North tree at your home, 

and pour them around the base while chanting three times: 

“Sink this into Mother Earth, give love and understanding birth.” 
 

Visualize how things will be different. 

 

B.o.S Protection SpellB.o.S Protection SpellB.o.S Protection SpellB.o.S Protection Spell    

“Whom-so-ever views this tome, 
Power's ebb and flow be known. 
Bespeak to none the scribed marks here 
Or know the meaning true of fear. 
Aloud, the cast is set in stone; 
No pleas recanting will atone. 
Silent caution be thy guide. 
Choose not these words to set aside. 
Invited shall the blessing be; 
Threefold thrice as three times three. 
In knowledge sought and wisdom gained 
The Learned Way is thus maintained. 
If theft of Power be thy goal 
Then cease thy wandering through my soul, 
For cursed will thy person be. 
Threefold thrice, so mote it be.” 
 

Breaking a Spell Cast on YouBreaking a Spell Cast on YouBreaking a Spell Cast on YouBreaking a Spell Cast on You    

Needed: 

� Cauldron 

� White candle 

� Water 

Get a white candle and place it in a holder. 

 

Place the holder in the middle of your cauldron. 

 

Fill the cauldron with water so that the candle extends above the rim of the cauldron 

and above the water. 

 



 

 

Light the candle and visualize the spell being broken. 

 

As soon as the flame burns down and touches the water, it will go out. 

 

Dig a hole in the earth and pour the in the rest of the water and bury the candle. 

 

So shall it be! 

 

Calling for Restraint SpellCalling for Restraint SpellCalling for Restraint SpellCalling for Restraint Spell    

Needed: 

� 7 inch length of pipe 

� Caps for both ends 

� Paper 

� Black candle 

� White candle 

� Nail 

� Coffee grounds 

� 1 fresh egg 

� Picture of the perpetrator or their full name and a taglock (if possible) 

During a fourth quarter moon, gather all your supplies and place them on your altar. 

Cleanse, consecrate, and empower to bind the negativity present in this situation 

associated with that person and then state your intent to banish that negative energy. 

Light the black candle, asking Spirit to banish all negativity from your life. Light the 

white candle, asking Spirit to bring harmony and happiness into your life. Seal one 

end of the pipe. Put the threatening individual's name, picture, or taglock (or all three 

if available) into the tube. Say: 

"You have begun your descent." 
 

Pour the coffee grounds on top. Say: 

"The darkness you have created is bound to you. I do not own your darkness. You 
own your own darkness. You may no longer share this darkness with myself or 
others." 
 

Place the egg on top, saying: 

"As this egg rots, so shall your negative energy be destroyed, and your evil shall be 
banished. The process begins now!" 
 

Stick the nail into the egg, saying: 

"This spell is sealed!" 
 

Cap the pipe and carefully seal it with the wax of the black candle. 



 

 

 

Burry it off your property, preferably close to a crossroads. 

 

Car Protection AmuletCar Protection AmuletCar Protection AmuletCar Protection Amulet    

Needed: 

� 3 ½ ounces unsweetened applesauce 

� 5 ½ ounces powdered cinnamon, cedar, or sandalwood 

� Yarn or twine 

� Toothpick or other inscribing instrument 

� Rolling pin or straight sided glass 

� Round cookie cutter or glass 

� Dragon's blood ink and pen 

The Method: 

To make several car protection amulets, mix the applesauce and powdered incense 

together, until a thick dough is formed. (You might need a little more or less of both 

items.) 

 

Roll the dough into a ball and then flatten it with your hand. Next, use the rolling pin 

to roll the dough into a half inch thickness. 

 

Cut out the dough with a small cookie cutter, or use the rim of a glass. 

 

Let it sit undisturbed for fifteen minutes or so to dry out slightly. 

 

Inscribe the dough with the two symbols, one on each side. (Let it sit a few minutes 

before inscribing the flip side.) 

 

Pierce the dough to make a hole for stringing. 

 

Let the amulet sit undisturbed until it is completely dry. 

 

Using Dragon's Blood Ink, trace the runes. 

 

Allow to dry completely. 

 

Consecrating: 

Do your normal ritual preparation and start. 

 

Lay the thoroughly dried (unstringed) amulet on your altar. Do a protection tool 

dedication as your tradition dictates. When you consecrate the amulet, pass one side 

(slowly) over the Goddess Candle, invoking her protection. Allow the soot from the 



 

 

candle to darken the amulet. 

 

Repeat for the flip side using the God candle. 

 

Close out the ritual as your tradition dictates. 

 

Use a soft cloth to wipe off the excess soot, allowing the soot to remain in the 

inscribed runes. 

 

String the amulet. Hang it in your car. 

 

Cat ProtectionCat ProtectionCat ProtectionCat Protection    

Needed: 

� Fur 

� Red thread 

� Canister 

� Red wax 

Take some fur of the cat (shed fur will do nicely). Tie fur into a bunch with some red 

thread (silk by preference, although cotton or even acrylic will do). Invoke the 

blessing of your patron deity. Place consecrated fur into a canister (the following is 

imperative!). The canister must be reflective on the outside, but not on the inside (If 

the canister is reflective on the inside, it will focus malicious intent on the cats!). Seal 

the canister with red wax (just a dab will do). Place canister next to cat's usual exit. 

Red is the color of protection, silk is an insulator, the reflective canister reflects 

malicious intent, the blessing is for extra whammy to the spell. 

 

Charm Against AbuseCharm Against AbuseCharm Against AbuseCharm Against Abuse    

Needed: 

� Arrowhead 

� Lavender 

Rub an arrowhead with lavender, and carry it on your person to protect yourself from 

abusive situations. 

 

Circle of Fire Circle of Fire Circle of Fire Circle of Fire ---- Protection Protection Protection Protection    

Needed: 

� Candle 

� Rue 

Have you ever been momentarily overwhelmed by a feeling of hopelessness? Heed 

the warning and look to your enemies. A strong possibility exists that you have been 

ill-wished, "overlooked" as the elders would say. Witches are commonly blamed for 



 

 

casting evil spells, but in truth very few indeed care to risk a Three-Fold Return. This 

conviction that a curse sent forth will return thrice to haunt you is a doctrine bred in 

the bone and one as old as the craft itself. Keep in mind that psychic attack is often 

the work of an amateur with latent power enlivened by envy or rage. Hate is a strong 

motivation and a sharp weapon. However, a malevolent thrust from the mind of a 

novice is over in a flash. An untrained will cannot sustain the proper degree of 

concentration needed to do real harm. Nonetheless, it is only wise to identify the 

perpetrator and protect yourself from further negativity. 

 

Visit the ocean (or any free-flowing body of water) to fortify confidence with an 

ancient Irish pagan prayer. 

“I bind to myself this day 
The swiftness of the wind, 
The power of the sea, 
The hardness of the rocks, 
The endurance of the earth.” 
 

Cense the air of your home to purify the space and comfort the spirit under siege. 

Frankincense and myrrh are incenses notable for driving away the forces of evil 

intent. 

 

Of all the earth's herbal gifts, none affords more effective protection than rue, the 

"herb of grace". Hang a fresh bunch over your doorway and carry a dried sprig to 

shield against harm from the ill-wisher. 

 

One of the simplest means to defeat psychic attack is the Circle of Fire. 

 

In privacy and complete darkness, light a candle. Take a deep breath and stand as tall 

as you can. Face east and raise the candle high above your head for a moment. Bring 

the flame down to eye-level and hold it there while you turn slowly deosil three 

times. Concentrate your full attention on the blue of the flame as you rotate in place. 

Raising the candle high again, salute the east as you complete the final circle. This 

erects a barrier through which no evil thought can pass. 

 

Create a Protection AmuletCreate a Protection AmuletCreate a Protection AmuletCreate a Protection Amulet    

Needed: 

� Small piece of amethyst 

� Cedar incense and censor 

� Purple candle 

� White candle 

� Blue candle 



 

 

� Ballpoint pen 

� Lavender oil 

� Salt water 

Moon Phase: Full 

 

Begin making your amulet by washing the candles in cool salt water, drying them, 

and then placing them on the altar with your other supplies. Next, draw a magick 

circle of lavender-purple light, and call in the elemental powers. Then light the 

incense, dedicating  it to a protective god or goddess. 

 

Use the pen to inscribe the words “Protection From Darkness” on each of the candles, 

and then dress them by rubbing lavender oil on them. Place the candles in their 

holders on the altar in a triangular configuration. Rub three drops of oil over the 

amethyst, and then position the stone in the middle of the triangle. Wipe the oil off 

of your hands, and light the candles, dedicating each one to the protector god or 

goddess you have chosen to help you. 

 

Next, face the altar and focus all of your attention on the amethyst stone. Merge with 

Oneness, and fill your mind with protective power. Imagine everything that means 

protection to you, for example, a locked door, a favorite god or goddess, your family, 

an energy shield, or a large dog. 

 

Now pick up the stone, and holding it between your palms, use deep rhythmic 

breathing to breathe your feelings and thoughts of protection directly into the 

amethyst. See and sense your mind energy being absorbed by the stone. Merge with 

the stone, and say three times: 

“(God or Goddess), bestow into this stone, 
The power to repel all invaders, 
Protect me in waking and in dream 
Hear me now, so mote it be!” 
 

Put the stone back on the altar, in the middle of the candle triangle, and clap your 

hands three times. Allow the candles to safely burn down as you drift to sleep. In the 

morning, bid farewell to the elemental powers, and pull up the circle. 

 

Carry your amethyst amulet on your person during the day, and at night put it inside 

your pillow case while you sleep. Each week, put three drops of lavender oil on your 

amulet to reinforce its protective powers. 

 

Disenchantment SpellDisenchantment SpellDisenchantment SpellDisenchantment Spell    

Needed: 



 

 

� Black candle 

� Water 

� Black bowl 

Place the candle into the black bowl, fix the candle to the bowl with the wax 

drippings from the candle so it stands alone. Fill the bowl to the rim with fresh water 

without wetting the wick. Breath deeply and meditate for a couple of minutes. When 

your mind is clear, light the candle. Visualize the power of the spell cast against you 

as living within the candle’s flame. As the candle burns down, it will sputter and go 

out as it touches the water. As it is extinguished by the water, the spell is broken. 

Finally, dig a hole into the ground, pour the water into it, then bury the candle. 

 

Don't Tread on Me SpellDon't Tread on Me SpellDon't Tread on Me SpellDon't Tread on Me Spell    

Needed: 

� Glue 

� 3 x 5 card 

� Plastic or wooden box 

� 6 small makeup mirrors 

� Picture of yourself 

� Small plastic or rubber snake (green or black) 

Glue one mirror on each side of the box, including the top and the bottom, on the 

outside. 

 

Cast your magick circle, call the quarters, do your altar devotion, and cleanse, 

consecrate, and empower your supplies. 

 

Hold the empty box in your hands and say: 

"Holy Mother, I have made this box of mirrors to protect me from (list the person's 
name or names). 
May the mirrors send back all negativity or energies I do not want." 
 

Close your eyes and imagine yourself surrounded with mirrors facing away from you. 

Open your eyes, put your picture in the box, and say: 

"I put my picture in my box and ask Spirit to protect me." 
 

Close the box. Glue the snake on top of the box, right across the mirror, and say: 

"Don't tread on me!" 
 

Repeat this little chant as often as you feel necessary. The more times, the better. 

Finish by saying: 

"With harm to none. 
May all astrological correspondences be correct for this working, and may this spell 



 

 

not reverse or place upon me any curse. 
So mote it be!" 
 

Thank Spirit. Close the quarters. Put the box in a safe place, where no one will move 

it and disturb your protective magick. 

 

Dragon Protection ChantDragon Protection ChantDragon Protection ChantDragon Protection Chant    

“On wings of thunder, honor bound, 
Search me out, I drum the sound. 
Twist and turn in the night, 
Dragon come, my guiding light. 
Protector, guardian, friend not foe, 
Come to me, see my sigil glow. 
Strong and true, this friendship charm, 
I beacon thee, protect me from harm. 
Around and about my magick swirls, 
Come to me, your wings unfurled. 
Welcome o guardian of (name).” 
 

Dream Protection SpellDream Protection SpellDream Protection SpellDream Protection Spell    

Needed: 

� 1 tablespoon of lemon juice (or another fruit juice) 

� 1 tablespoon of sea salt 

� 1 teaspoon of vegetable oil 

� 1 light weight cauldron (a glass bowl works too) 

� 1 piece of paper 

� 1 black pen 

� 2 black or red candles (1 of each works best) 

Mix the lemon juice, sea salt, and oil into your cauldron. Place the cauldron in front 

of you on the floor. Sit comfortably and place the candles beside the cauldron (red on 

left, black on right.) Rip the piece of paper in half then set it aside. 

 

Light both candles, left one first. Now close your eyes and visualize a sphere. In the 

middle of the sphere, visualize yourself stuck inside, trying to get out. See the black 

and red candles burning around you. Watch as the candles spin around you, getting 

faster each time they pass. Then see yourself magically being released. On one piece 

of paper, draw a picture of what you saw. On the other, write down your biggest fear. 

Light both pieces of paper on fire, using the black for the written half, red for the 

drawing. Then throw them into your cauldron. Take the cauldron outside and pour it 

(paper and all) into a hole in the ground. 

 



 

 

Cover the hole with dirt. The spell is done. 

 

Dynamite Diana SpellDynamite Diana SpellDynamite Diana SpellDynamite Diana Spell    

Needed: 

� Black paint 

� White paint 

� 6 stones smaller than the palm of your hand 

� Your picture 

� Holy water 

� Picture or statue of the Goddess 

� Piece of white paper 

In sacred space, paint five stones black and one white. As you paint, repeat the word 

"Protection". Allow to dry. Paint the rune Algiz ( ) in black on the white stone and 

in white on the black stones. Allow to dry. 

 

Cast your magick circle, call the quarters, and do your altar devotion. Cleanse, 

consecrate, and empower the six stones and your picture for protection. Draw a 

pentacle in holy water on the back of your picture. Place your picture under the 

picture or statue of the Goddess. 

 

Draw a large pentacle on the paper. Arrange the five black stones in a star pattern: 

one on top, one on each side, and one stone on each of the lower points. Put the 

white stone in the middle. Hold your hands over the stones and say: 

"Gracious Diana 
Lady of the Moon 
Daughter of Aradia 
I call you this night/day 
To help me, I pray. 
Bless me with your protection 
Your love, and your guidance. 
Keep all harm from me 
And let me walk in the circle 
Of your light. 
So mote it be!" 
 

Close your eyes and envision yourself surrounded by white light. This white light 

will stay with you wherever you go. Keep the white stone with you for your 

protection. Thank Spirit, close the quarters and release the circle. Leave the black 

stones where they lie. 

 

Earth Dragon ProtectionEarth Dragon ProtectionEarth Dragon ProtectionEarth Dragon Protection    



 

 

Needed: 

� White or purple candle 

� Candle to represent the Dragon 

Cast your magick circle and stir the Dragon of the Element of the North (Earth). 

Light the Earth Dragon’s candle and chant: 

“Earth Dragon strong and true, 
Send to me your magick new. 
Egg of protection we shall see, 
This is my will so mote it be.” 
 

As you chant, envision energy moving from the Dragon candle to the white/purple 

candle. See the energy around it as a green light in the shape of an egg. When you 

feel this has been accomplished, light the white/purple candle from the dragon 

candle. See your magick happening, and know that you are protected. Snuff out your 

candle and put it in a safe place. Any time you need additional protection, light this 

magickally charged candle. Remember to snuff it out (don’t blow it out) and store it 

in a safe place. 

 

Elf Locker SpellElf Locker SpellElf Locker SpellElf Locker Spell    

Needed: 

� Holy water 

� Locker mirror 

� Black pepper 

� Milk 

� Honey 

� Mist bottle 

At home, empower the mirror for protection. Put the holy water in a mist bottle. At 

school/work, hang the mirror, asking the locker elves to protect your locker. Spray 

the inside of it with the holy water (spray lightly to avoid ruining papers). Sprinkle 

the pepper at the bottom of the locker to keep thieves away. State: 

"Dancing elves and fairy glen 
Weave the magick out and in. 
Twilight dell and forest deep 
Keep my things from every thief." 
 

Slam your locker and say: 

"So mote it be!" 
 

At home, set the milk and honey outside to nourish the fairies. Renew every three 

months. 

 



 

 

Empowering Jewelry for ProtectionEmpowering Jewelry for ProtectionEmpowering Jewelry for ProtectionEmpowering Jewelry for Protection    

Needed: 

� The four elements 

� Jewelry 

On the night of the full moon, cleanse and consecrate the piece with the four 

elements in a magick circle. Repeat the following chant seven times while 

consistently rubbing the jewelry with your fingers: 

"Formed in earth and forged in fire, 
Goddess blessing, lift me higher. 
Guard me from life's evil blows 
Please make sure my safety grows. 
Goddess grant me my desire 
Formed in earth and forged in fire." 
 

Empower every month or when you are feeling particularly fearful. 

 

FavorFavorFavorFavorite Pet Protection Spellite Pet Protection Spellite Pet Protection Spellite Pet Protection Spell    

Needed: 

� Venus water 

� Your pet 

On a full moon sit or recline with your pet outside under the moon, or indoors where 

you can see the moon. Take with your pet, and praise him/her. Tell your animal 

friend how much you care for them, most of us have little nicknames and words of 

endearment we say to our pets. As you do this, imagine a protective sphere of bright 

white light surrounding your pet. Next, take the Venus water, and anoint your pet 

with three drops, stroking the water into the animal’s fur or skin. As you do this, 

merge with your pet, and say this protective blessing: 

"I call upon the Moon Goddess and Horned God, 
I call upon the starspun powers of Oneness, 
I call upon all of the living creatures of the earth 
By Earth, Air, Fire, and Water, by Divine will, 
I ask that you work this protective spell, 
Please guard (name) while sleeping and waking, 
And protect this animal from all negativity and harm. 
In all worlds, in all times! So be it! Blessed be!" 
 

Tell your pet how much you love them, and then let your pet go. Clap your hands 

three times.  

 

Everyday to reinforce the protective energy of this spell, take a few minutes and 

imagine your pet being surrounded with a protective sphere of divine white light. 



 

 

 

I also suggest using brown or blue dog collars for your pet, with a hematite ring and a 

tag of identification securely fastened to the collar. 

 

Fearful ChantFearful ChantFearful ChantFearful Chant    

“Ayea, Ayea, (Goddess) 
Ayea, Ayea, (God) 
Ayea, Ayea, Ayea!” 
 

Keep chanting this until you feel your fear diminishes. 

 

For a Swarm of BeesFor a Swarm of BeesFor a Swarm of BeesFor a Swarm of Bees    

Needed: 

� Earth 

� Sand 

Take earth, throw it with your right hand under your right foot, and say: 

"I catch it under my foot, I have found it. 
Lo, earth has power against all creatures, 
and against malice and against ungratefulness, 
and against the mighty tongue of man." 
 

And afterward throw sand over them when they rise up to swarm, and say: 

"Settle, victorious women, sink down to the earth. 
You must never fly wild to the wood. 
Be as mindful of my welfare as men are of food and home." 
 

For Protection in the SnowFor Protection in the SnowFor Protection in the SnowFor Protection in the Snow    

Needed: 

� 1 peppercorn 

� A pinch of salt 

� Pinch of powdered ginger 

� Pinch of powdered cloves 

� A small pinch of red cotton cloth 

� Bowl 

� Pinch of cayenne pepper 

Place the peppercorn in your bowl saying and visualizing: 

“I charge you with protection” 
 

Place the salt in saying: 

“I charge you with stability” 



 

 

 

Place the cayenne pepper in saying: 

“I charge you with warmth.” 
 

Place the ginger in saying: 

“I charge you with protection” 
 

Place the cloves in saying: 

“I charge you with protection.” 
 

Mix the assembled spices and salt with your fingers, visualize yourself having a safe 

health, guarded time. Now transfer the hers to the center of the cloth squares. Fold in 

half and in half again and sew up the ends. Carry this with you. Make a new charm 

ever snowy season. 

 

Frost Giant SpellFrost Giant SpellFrost Giant SpellFrost Giant Spell    

Needed: 

� Piece of paper 

� Pen 

� Baggie 

� Freezer 

Write the name of the person who is bothering you on a piece of paper. Put a vertical 

line on the paper. Fold the paper into a small square and put the paper in the baggie. 

Seal the baggie, open the freezer door, and say: 

"Chill out!" 
 

Throw the paper in the freezer and shut the door. Say: 

"Frost Giants, please sit on (say the person's name) 
So they won't bother me anymore." 
 

Leave the baggy in the freezer for a while. 

 

Hand Protection Symbol SpellHand Protection Symbol SpellHand Protection Symbol SpellHand Protection Symbol Spell    

Needed: 

� Pen 

Hold the pen with your weak hand and start drawing the pentacle symbol on your 

strong hand (on your palm). When you start drawing, say these words and 

concentrate on the symbol you are drawing: 

“I draw the pentacle on my hand 
To be protected 
From harm from anyone and all negative energies 



 

 

With the pentacle on my hand 
I will be at full strength 
And full power 
So mote it be.” 
 

Make sure you finish drawing the pentacle before you day the words "so mote it be". 

When the symbol fades away from your hand, so will the protection spell. So don't 

use an ink pen that smudges easily and don't try to not get sweaty hands. 

 

Hex BreakingHex BreakingHex BreakingHex Breaking    

Needed: 

� Black taper candle 

� White wax 

� Quilting pin 

� Cauldron or metal pot 

� Holy water 

First you must dip the black candle in melted white wax nine times. This represents 

the hidden nature of your attacker’s curse and shows that it cannot hide from you. 

Next carve the following along the base of the candle with a quilting pin. Each verse 

should form one of four lines that run from the base of the candle to the top of the 

candle. Be sure to write small enough so that all four verses will fit. 

 

Thy Will I See, 

 
 

And Spells I Bind. 

 
 

I Banish You 

 
 

And All Your Kind 

 
 

Then place the candle in a cauldron or other large metal container. Metal disburses 

energy which is why many practitioners will not use a metal knife as an athame 



 

 

unless they are banishing some entity or force. Metal has the power to disrupt and 

scatter unwanted energy hanging over you in much the same way a lightning rod can 

drive the massive energy of a lighting bolt into the ground and spare an entire house 

from fiery ruin. Whatever kind of container you use whether it is a cast iron cauldron 

or a copper pot, make certain it is metal. Drip a small amount of the white wax onto 

the inside center of the metal container and quickly press the base of the candle into 

it so that it will remain there. 

 

Pour just enough Holy Water in the container so that the level of the water is half as 

high as the height of the candle. Take special care not to wet the wick. Recite the 

following nine times: 

"Thy will I see and spells I bind. 
I banish you and all your kind." 
 

Light the candle and allow it to burn down until it is extinguished. It is especially 

important to allow this candle to burn all the way down without interruption. If you 

must stop the spell for any reason, you must begin again with a fresh candle. Discard 

the incomplete spell candle into running water, the same as you should with a 

completed spell candle, i.e. a candle that has been allowed to be extinguished by the 

water’s touch to the lighted wick. 

 

HexHexHexHex----Breaking Wahoo SpellBreaking Wahoo SpellBreaking Wahoo SpellBreaking Wahoo Spell    

Needed: 

� Infusion of Wahoo 

Make an infusion of Wahoo (the bark) and dip your right index finger into the 

mixture. Trace a plus sign on the hexed person's forehead. Recite the following seven 

times as you do so: 

"Wahoo, Witch grass 
Toadstool Tips 
Beyond the door 
Of vilest lips 
 
Wahoo’s curse 
The fates pursue 
Wahoo, Wahoo, 
Wahoo, Wahoo." 
 

Wahoo (Euonymus atropurpuracea) is a toxic plant when taken internally, so do not 

consume. To do so could result is grave illness or death. 

 

House Protection Mirror SpellHouse Protection Mirror SpellHouse Protection Mirror SpellHouse Protection Mirror Spell    



 

 

Needed: 

� 12 inch round mirror 

� 9 white candles 

� Protective incense 

� White cord 

� Censer 

� Image of the Goddess 

Compose an altar. Place a censer in the center before and image of the Goddess. Have 

a twelve-inch (or so) round mirror there as well. Ring the altar with nine white 

candles. Burn a protective incense (such as sandalwood, frankincense, copal or 

rosemary) in the censer. 

 

Beginning with the candle most directly before the Goddess image, say these or 

similar, say these or similar words: 

“Lunar light protect me!” 
 

Repeat as you light each candle until all are glowing. 

 

Now, holding the mirror, invoke the Goddess in Her lunar aspect with these or 

similar words: 

"Great Goddess of the Lunar Light 
and Mistress of the Seas; 
Great Goddess of the mystic night 
and of the mysteries; 
Within this place of candles bright 
And with your mirror nigh; 
Protect me with your awesome might 
While ill vibrations fly!" 
 

Standing before the altar, hold the mirror facing the candles so that it reflects their 

flames. Keeping the mirror toward the candles, move slowly, clockwise, around the 

altar, watching the reflected firelight bouncing off your surroundings. 

 

Gradually increase your speed, mentally invoking the Goddess to protect you. Move 

faster and faster; watch the light shattering the air, cleansing it, burning away all 

negativity and all lines along which the ill energies have traveled into your home. 

 

Charge your home with the protective light of the Goddess. Race around the candles 

until you've felt the atmosphere change, until you feel that your home has been 

cleansed and guarded by the Great Goddess. 

 



 

 

When finished, stand once again before the image. Thank the Goddess in any words 

you wish. Pinch out the candles one by one, bind them together with white chord 

and store them in a safe place until (and if) you need to use them again for this same 

purpose. 

 

House Protection Spell BottleHouse Protection Spell BottleHouse Protection Spell BottleHouse Protection Spell Bottle    

Needed: 

� 1 glass jar 

� 4 tablespoons dill seeds 

� ½ cup salt 

� 1 tablespoon sage 

� 3 cloves of garlic 

� 1 tablespoon anise 

� 9 bay leaves 

� 1 tablespoon black pepper 

� 7 tablespoons dried basil 

� 1 tablespoon fennel 

Ideally to be put in the house as it is being built. Otherwise put it in a position of 

importance. 

 

On a bright sunny day place the salt in the bowl saying: 

“Salt that protects, protect my home and all within it.” 
 

Add the cloves of garlic saying: 

"Garlic that protects, protect my home and all within it." 
 

Crumble the bay leaves into the bowl saying: 

"Bay that protects, protect my home and all within it." 
 

Do this for every item. 

 

When finished mix them all together empowering them and visualizing your home as 

a safe protected place. 

 

Pour the mixture into the jar and seal it. Place it in your home saying: 
"Salt and herbs, nine times nine guard now this home of mine." 

 

Interlock Internet SpellInterlock Internet SpellInterlock Internet SpellInterlock Internet Spell    

To keep those pesky people from bothering you on the internet, simply chant the 

following: 

"Mercury and cyber space 



 

 

Stamp your feet and start the chase. 
Boogies of the 'net be gone 
Beware my magick CD rom. 
I cleanse, I clear, I scare away 
Don't come back another day!" 
 

Just Say NoJust Say NoJust Say NoJust Say No Spell Spell Spell Spell    

Needed: 

� Picture of yourself 

� Salt 

In sacred space, cleanse, consecrate, and empower your supplies for purity and 

protection. Place your picture in the center of your altar. Surround your picture with 

an unbroken circle of salt. Chant: 

"Goddess loves me this I know 
For the Spirit tells me so 
Little ones to Her belong 
Addicts are weak, but I am strong." 
 

Keep the salt and picture in place for as long as you think you need it. 

 

Leave Me Alone SpellLeave Me Alone SpellLeave Me Alone SpellLeave Me Alone Spell    

Needed: 

� 2 image candles (1 for you and 1 for the person) 

� A white candle 

� Ribbon 

� Knife or iron nail 

If you don't have access to image candles, one in your favorite color for you and in 

their favorite color for him will do just fine. 

 

Now, take the candle that represents you and with the tip of a knife or an iron nail 

(previously unused) inscribe your name. On the one to represent him/her, inscribe 

his/her name. On the white candle, inscribe as follows: 

“That which will make (his/her name) happier than he/she thinks that I will.” 
 

Take the candles and place on the cookie sheet and tie the ribbon around each candle 

to connect all three. Then light the candles that represent the two of you, and let 

them burn for a few minutes. Light the white candle, and say these words: 

"You feel something drawing you away from me, and of me you wish to be free." 
 

Cut the ribbon between the candle that represents you and he/she, and leave the 

ribbon between his/her candle and the white candle connected, and take the candle 



 

 

that represents you and march it further from his/her candle, saying these words: 

"You feel something replace the need you have for me, and as I do will so mote it be!" 
 

Take your candle off the sheet entirely and let his/her candle and the white candle 

burn out. You can either put yours out or let it burn in a holder across the room, 

whatever makes you feel more comfortable. When both the other candles have 

burned out, if there is any candle wax left over, put it in a brown paper bag and 

wrapped with anything you might have that has some connection to the person you 

are sending away. If possible, bury it on their property, or simply dispose of the 

remains nearby them, but away from you. 

 

Lock ProtectionLock ProtectionLock ProtectionLock Protection    

Needed: 

� Gray candle 

� Rosemary oil 

� Crushed basil leaf 

On the night of the Full Moon, anoint a gray candle with rosemary oil and roll it in 

crushed basil leaf. Light the candle and recite the following four times: 

"Portal fair 
Beneath my hands 
I cast a charm 
To stay the sands 
 
May no one near 
Defeat my words 
Nor cross this gate 
Of triple-thirds." 
 

Snuff out the candle with your fingertips and place the candle somewhere near the 

door, but hidden. Repeat the process once a month on the Full Moon to re-charge the 

spell. 

 

Locker/Desk Drawer Combat Jar Spell to Prevent Theft or for the Return of Items Locker/Desk Drawer Combat Jar Spell to Prevent Theft or for the Return of Items Locker/Desk Drawer Combat Jar Spell to Prevent Theft or for the Return of Items Locker/Desk Drawer Combat Jar Spell to Prevent Theft or for the Return of Items 

Stolen at SchoolStolen at SchoolStolen at SchoolStolen at School    

Needed: 

� Small, clean canning, jelly, or other glass jar with seal and lid 

� Picture of your school with the full name of the school written on the back 

� Black indelible marker 

� Small rubber snake that'll fit in the jar 

� 1 raven feather 

� 3 nails 



 

 

One a full moon, cast a magick circle. Take the picture of the school and roll it as 

tightly as possible, then place it in the jar with the feather, nails, and the snake. Hold 

your hands over the jar, and say: 

"From the void to the action 
From the action to the Spirit 
From the Sprit to the manifestation. 
All evil is caught and replaced by light 
Force and form unite 
There is no escape. 
So mote it be!" 
 

Seal the jar. Repeat the chant seven times while slowly drawing a spiral from the 

outside of the lid to the center. Place the jar in the back corner of your locker. Throw 

in the garbage at home on the evening of the last day of school. 

 

Locker/Desk Drawer Feather Web SpellLocker/Desk Drawer Feather Web SpellLocker/Desk Drawer Feather Web SpellLocker/Desk Drawer Feather Web Spell    

Needed: 

� Package of black feathers 

� Several yards of gold cord 

� 13 small bells 

� Glue 

� Perfume or aftershave 

� White candle (optional) 

The night before school starts, sit quietly in your room and think about what you 

want to accomplish this year. Form a picture in your mind of how you want the year 

to progress for you. Cast a magick circle, cleanse and empower all supplies. Tie the 

string around individual feathers and add the bells where you like. Use glue to secure 

the knots around the feathers. Make the garland as long or as short as you desire. Say 

the following chant while working on your web of protection: 

"The Witch is the magick, the web is the protection, the bells clear the air, the 
feathers brush away danger." 
 

When the garland is finished, repeat the incantation seven times, spray with perfume 

or aftershave, then clap your hands over the project. Hang at the back of your locker 

or in your desk drawer. Re-empower every thirty days by spraying lightly with the 

perfume/aftershave. Burn on the evening of the last day of school, thanking Spirit for 

the protection you received during the school year. 

 

Magick Mirror SpellMagick Mirror SpellMagick Mirror SpellMagick Mirror Spell    

Needed: 

� Wall mirror 



 

 

In ritual space, cleanse, consecrate, and empower the mirror for protection. Hang the 

mirror opposite your bedroom door. 

 

Make a Protection CharmMake a Protection CharmMake a Protection CharmMake a Protection Charm    

Needed: 

� Large bowl 

� 9 inch by 9 inch white cotton cloth 

� 18 inch length of purple ribbon or yarn 

� 1 ounce ground cumin 

� 1 pound sea salt 

� 9 bay leaves 

� 9 pinches of St. John’s Wort 

� 9 pinches dried rosemary 

� 9 whole cloves 

Time: Waning moon preferably Sunday or Tuesday night 

 

At dusk, just before it gets dark, mix the sea salt and ground cumin together in the 

large bowl, and take it outside. Begin at the end of your driveway (or the entryway to 

your home such as a stairwell or walkway). Face East, and then walk completely 

around your property in a clockwise pattern, sprinkling the herbal mixture in the 

bowl around the edges of your property, ending at the same point you began. Imagine 

a protective border of white light coming from the herbs. The salt and cumin keep 

unwanted energies from entering your property. The cumin can be irritating to your 

eyes, nose, lips, and so forth, so be careful. 

 

Go back indoors and wash the herbs off your hands, and then mix the other herbs 

together, piling them in the center of the white cloth. Bring each corner of the cloth 

up to the center, one at a time, in a clockwise motion, beginning with the topmost 

(North) corner. When all of the corners are together, four folds will be sticking out. 

In a clockwise motion, bring the corners of these folds into the center as well. Use the 

purple ribbon or yarn to wrap around the neck of the cloth nine times, just above the 

herbs, holding them in place. Each time you wrap the ribbon around say: 

“Three and three and three is nine 
Each wrap makes this charm divine. 
Blessed be! So be it!” 
 

Then, knot each end of the ribbon nine times. With each knot you tie, say: 

“Three and three and three is nine 
Each knot makes this charm divine. 
Blessed be! So be it!” 
 



 

 

Lie back, and hold the charm in your hands. Close your eyes, and imagine a warm 

white light completely surrounding you like a brilliant white egg. See and sense this 

white light moving through your arms, hands, and into the charm bag. Feel the 

warmth, the safety, the protection of this bright white light. Imagine the charm bag 

radiating a brilliant light, and then merge completely with the light. Hold the charm 

in your hands as you sleep, or place it in your pillowcase for the night. I suggest that 

you empower the charm every week or so, making a new charm bag once a month, 

until you feel safe and protected from negative energies. 

 

Make an AlarmMake an AlarmMake an AlarmMake an Alarm    

Needed: 

� Piece of thread the length of your body 

� Bell 

Take a piece of thread the length of your body and make a circle with it in the place 

you desire to make the alarm. Stomp the thread into the Earth while ringing a bell 

and declaring that you will hear the bell when anyone steps into the circle. 

 

Mirror CharmMirror CharmMirror CharmMirror Charm    

Needed: 

� Small mirror 

� Red lipstick 

� White cloth 

This is for turning away negativity and unwanted magick. Begin with a small mirror. 

Take the lipstick and draw an “X” across the mirror while saying: 

“Negativity away, all mischief at bay.” 
 

Wrap this in the cloth so the lipstick doesn’t smudge and carry it with you. This 

charm should be replaced regularly since it collects undesired vibrations into itself. 

 

Mummy SpellMummy SpellMummy SpellMummy Spell    

Needed: 

� Empty plastic soda/water bottle 

� Tiger-eye gemstone (or smooth pebble) 

� Picture of yourself 

� Roll of white medical gauze 

� Glue 

� Persons name or picture 

� Paint brush 

� White candle 

Place your picture in the bottle. Hold the tiger-eye gem in your hand and while 



 

 

rolling the stone around in your palm, repeat several times: 

"Spirit of stone, truth be known." 
 

Drop the stone into the bottle and cap it. Seal it with the wax of the candle and allow 

to dry. Begin winding the gauze around the bottle, using the glue to tack it in place. 

Cover the bottle up to the neck. With a disposable paint brush, lightly coat the gauze 

with glue. As you work with the gauze, keep repeating: 

"Only truth can come to me, as I will so mote it be." 
 

Place the person's picture or name in the center of your altar. Place the mummy 

bottle on top. Cast a circle and call divinity. Hold your hand over the bottle, and in 

your own words address your concerns about this person. Ask for the truth and that 

the best thing happen for you in this situation. Thank deity and release. 

 

Nightmare SpellNightmare SpellNightmare SpellNightmare Spell    

Needed: 

� Scarf 

� 4 cloves 

� Pinch of basil 

� Pinch of ground sage 

� Lavender or vanilla oil 

� Black marker 

� White ribbon 

Lay the scarf out. You will be putting the spices into it along with two drops of oil. 

Gather the scarf at the top (like a money bag) and tie it with the ribbon. On the 

outside of the scarf draw the nightmare that plagues you (e.g. spiders, falling, ect.). 

 

Place the scarf under your pillow and sleep with it there. 

 

Pentagram ProtectionPentagram ProtectionPentagram ProtectionPentagram Protection    

Needed: 

� 3 inch by 3 inch piece of paper 

� Black ink pen or pencil 

� Rubber band 

Take a three inch by three inch piece of paper and write the name of the person that 

is to be bound on it, using a black ink pen or pencil. While you do this visualize the 

face of the person on your mind. When you have written the name cross it with an 

inverted pentacle (five pointed star within a circle). 

 

Fold the paper twice and take a rubber band and tie the paper with it. Raise it to your 

temple and chant three times the following: 



 

 

“To be protected from you, 
This magick charm I will do, 
With this words I bind thee, 
For you to let me be, 
To be protected from your harm, 
I now seal this charm.” 
 

Now place the paper on your right show and slam your foot on the ground nine times 

(doesn’t have to be so loud that everyone hears it) As you slam it the ninth time say: 

"So mote it be." 
 

Power Animal PatrolPower Animal PatrolPower Animal PatrolPower Animal Patrol    

Pick your favorite animal. In a quiet place, close your eyes and talk to your power 

animal in your mind (it's ok if they answer back). Ask your power animal to protect 

your house. The only rule here is not to forget them. You have to talk to them every 

day and thank them for watching over your home. 

 

Protect a CatProtect a CatProtect a CatProtect a Cat    

Needed: 

� Protection oil 

Call your cat into the circle and draw a pentagram in protection oil on their forehead. 

Then recite: 

“Moon Goddess, I ask 
That you keep (name) at home 
And safe from her/his mischief 
And desire to roam. 
Give her/him the contentment 
Known to her/him race 
And see that she/he’s happy 
In this her/his new place.” 
 

Protect a DogProtect a DogProtect a DogProtect a Dog    

Needed: 

� Protection oil 

Call your dog into the circle and draw a pentagram in protection oil on their 

forehead. Then recite: 

“Hecate, Dark Mother 
In protecting this home 
In your place as is right 
Stands one of your own 



 

 

In defending this house 
And all creatures within 
Your sacred beast 
Is your true loyal friend. 
Keep him/her from harm 
As he/she guards all he/she loves 
And watch over him/her 
So below, as above.” 
 

Protect a DoorwayProtect a DoorwayProtect a DoorwayProtect a Doorway    

Needed: 

� Besom or decorative broom (plain, or decorated to match your decor or the 

current season) 

� Nail 

� Hammer 

Hang the besom or broom on the back of the door and say: 

"As you hang upon my door, Remember what a door is for 
Letting in and keeping out, Is what a door is all about. 
As we travel on our rounds, Help us return safely to our grounds. 
But whether we're in or whether we're out, please keep want and trouble out." 
 

Make the sign of the banishing pentagram on the inside of the door, and the sign of 

the invoking pentagram on the outside. 

 

Protect Cat From FleasProtect Cat From FleasProtect Cat From FleasProtect Cat From Fleas    

Needed: 

� Garlic 

� Olive oil 

To keep your cats free from fleas, soak garlic in olive oil and mix a tablespoon of the 

oil in with their food daily. (I would add that, while you soak the garlic and 

whenever you place it in the cat's dish, you might visualize the fleas jumping off the 

cat and never coming back.) 

 

Protect Yourself at Blind IntersectionsProtect Yourself at Blind IntersectionsProtect Yourself at Blind IntersectionsProtect Yourself at Blind Intersections    

When the intersection comes into view, imagine a force field wall that closes off all 

entrances and exits to the highway or road. As you pass through, keep the wall intact; 

when you have passed by, open the wall or visualize it away. 

 

Protect Yourself from Angry PeopleProtect Yourself from Angry PeopleProtect Yourself from Angry PeopleProtect Yourself from Angry People    

Needed: 



 

 

� 2 leaves of kalanchoe plant 

� Cocoa butter 

� Powdered eggshells 

� Cotton 

� White handkerchief 

� Pen 

� White candle 

Take two leaves of the kalanchoe plant, and place them on the center of your altar. 

Rub cocoa butter and powdered eggshells on both leaves. Place them in the shape of a 

cross on the top of your head and cover the leaves with cotton. Cover this with a 

white handkerchief tied to your head, as a gypsy or pirate might tie a scarf. Write 

your name on a white candle, then light the taper, praying for peace in your life. 

Leave the leaves and scarf on your head for about eight hours. As you remove the 

leaves and cotton, place them in the garbage with a firm affirmation that your anger 

is discarded in the trash. 

 

Protecting a VehicleProtecting a VehicleProtecting a VehicleProtecting a Vehicle    

Needed: 

� Clear or yellow glass bottle 

� 1 quartz crystal small enough to fit in the bottle and be retrieved 

� Cedar chips 

� Pure spring water 

� A piece of red cloth made of a natural material 

� Frankincense or sandalwood incense 

Create solar water by putting the crystal in the bottle, filling the bottle with the 

spring water, and placing it in the vehicle so that the morning sun will shine through 

it. Remove the bottle at noon. (Store water in cool dark area until the next morning.) 

 

The next morning, spread the cedar chips on a non-metallic surface, and sprinkle 

lightly with the solar water. Place in the morning sun to dry. When dry, place the 

chips and crystal onto the cloth and tie closed. 

 

Use a cleansing incense, such as frankincense or sandalwood, freshen the vehicle. Let 

it completely air out afterward. Then place the bundle in the vehicle. As you place it 

say: 

“Let this charm keep me from harm.” 
 

If doing this for another, change the phrase appropriately. 

 

It is done. 

 



 

 

ProtectionProtectionProtectionProtection    

“By the dragons light, 
On this (month) night, 
I call to thee to give me your might, 
By the power of three, 
I conjure thee, 
To protect all that, 
Surrounds me, 
So mote it be, 
So mote it be!” 
 

ProtectionProtectionProtectionProtection    

Needed: 

� Wand 

Cast while pointing your wand to the sky then say: 

“Terra, Ignis, Aqua, 
All three, 
Elements of astral I summon thee, 
Earth by Divinity, Divinity by Earth, 
Give the enemy the power to see, 
The strength of the elements is by my side, 
No rules magick I shall abide, 
Now when my enemy meets his downfall, 
This spell will have no power left at all, 
In no way shall this spell reverse or place upon me any curse 
So mote it be.” 
 

Remember be prepared to take the consequences and use this only if you have to. 

 

ProtectionProtectionProtectionProtection    

Here is a protection chant to protect you from evil, you should do it before and after 

doing spells. 

 

Visualize yourself sitting in the middle of the pentagram facing upwards with three 

circles of purple light around you and say: 

“Protect me with all Your might oh Goddess gracious day and night.” 
 

Say it three times then end it with: "So mote it be." 
 

ProtectionProtectionProtectionProtection    



 

 

Needed: 

� Blessed object 

Protection chant for outdoor spells. 

 

Before attempting spells at night, outdoors, take up a blessed object (wand for 

instance) and draw a pentagram in the air. Imagine the pentagram glowing and the 

evil around being trapped inside until after your spells, chant: 

“Hail fair moon 
Ruler of the night; 
Guard me and mine 
Until the light.” 
 

Protection Against FireProtection Against FireProtection Against FireProtection Against Fire    

Needed: 

� Red candle 

� Dragon's blood oil 

� Chalice 

� Rain water 

� Salt 

Anoint a red candle with Dragon's Blood Oil on the night of the Black Moon. Fill a 

chalice or glass with rain water and sprinkle with a pinch of salt. Dip your right index 

finger in the water and stir counterclockwise while chanting the following ten times: 

"Fire burns 
But none so bright 
Shall break this charge 
Or flames ignite." 
 

Drip the water over the candle flame (with your finger high enough above so as not 

to burn yourself) and recite the following phrase until the fame is extinguished: 

"Des flammes soient allées!" 
 

Bury the candle in the earth and pour the remaining water over top of it. Sprinkle 

some salt over the site and leave. 

 

Protection ChantProtection ChantProtection ChantProtection Chant    

“Elements of the Sun, 
Elements of the Day, 
Come this way, 
Powers of night and day, 
I summon thee, 
I call upon thee, 



 

 

To Protect me, 
So mote it be!” 
 

Protection CharmProtection CharmProtection CharmProtection Charm    

Needed: 

� 1 red candle 

� 1 white candle 

� Small piece of white paper 

� Oil 

� Ink pen 

� Red ribbon 

Set the white candle alight on the left to represent the Goddess and a red candle to 

the right to represent the God. Place the materials for the spell between the candles. 

 

Using the oil, with your index finger, draw a pentacle (star inside a circle) in the 

middle of the white paper, while saying: 

“With the seal of this pentagram I request that this charm be used for protection.” 
 

Using a pen, in the center of the oil-drawn pentagram, draw your own special symbol 

for protection. Say: 

“With this rune, I request that this charm be used for protection.” 
 

When you are ready, roll the paper up with the red ribbon tightly tied lengthwise. 

 

Hold the charm over the red candle and say: 

“I consecrate myself in fire 
So that I can defend myself 
And protect myself with the power I have.”// 
 

Continue doing this with the smoke of the white candle, but consecrate it in the 

name of air. Hold the charm with both hands. Concentrate on the charm’s task. Then 

seal the left end of the charm with white wax, the right with red wax. The charm is 

now complete. 

 

Protection CharmProtection CharmProtection CharmProtection Charm    

Needed: 

� Clear glass goblet 

� Water 

� Salt 

� Pendent 

Fill a clear glass goblet about halfway up with water. Stir in a little salt and put in 



 

 

direct sun for approximately fifteen minutes. Let the water absorb the rays. Along 

side the goblet, place a charm or talisman on a chain or cord and allow it to receive 

the sun as well (Note: you may want to use a piece of jewelry such as a gemstone 

pendant or stone you’ve found or any other natural object for the charm.) After 

fifteen minutes have passed, take the glass and talisman out of the sun and dip the 

talisman into the water. Using the chain or the string attached to the talisman, gently 

swirl it clockwise while you say the following three times: 

“Apollo’s light surround me. 
Poseidon’s water protect me. 
Athena’s wisdom guide me.” 
 

As you speak the words, imagine a beam of pure white light surrounding both the 

water and the talisman. Leave the water with the talisman in it for another ten 

minutes, then dry it off and wear it with comfort in knowing that it will protect you. 

 

Protection Charm SpellProtection Charm SpellProtection Charm SpellProtection Charm Spell    

Needed: 

� 1 red candle 

� 1 white candle 

� A small piece of white paper 

� Protection oil (pre-made or homemade) 

� Ink pen 

� Red ribbon 

Cast the circle. 

 

Set a white candle alight on the left to represent the Goddess and a red candle alight 

on the right to represent the God. Place materials for the charm between the candles. 

 

Using the protection oil, with the index finger of the right hand, draw a pentagram in 

the middle of the paper while saying: 

“With the seal of this pentagram I request this charm be used for protection.” 
 

Using a pen, in the center of the oil-drawn pentagram, draw the rune Algiz, the rune 

of protection. Say : 

"With this rune, Algiz, I request this charm be used for protection." 
 

If you're doing the ritual for someone else, hand him/her the piece of paper and tell 

him/her to concentrate on the rune and what it means and ask aloud for what you 

want. Then to seal those energies into the charm, tell him/her: 

"When you are ready, roll the paper up tightly, lengthwise and give it back to me." 
 



 

 

When the charm is handed back it is wrapped three times with a red ribbon and tied 

into a bow. 

 

Consecrate the charm with an element of the God, fire, and an element of the 

Goddess, air (the smoke from the candles). 

 

Hold the charm over the red candle of the God and say: 

"I consecrate you in fire for (name) so that he/she can defend and protect him/herself 
with the powers he/she has." 
 

Hold the charm in the smoke of the white candle of the Goddess and say: 

"I consecrate you in air for (name) so that he/she can defend and protect him/herself 
with the powers he/she has." 
 

Tightly clasp the charm in both hands, the right hand around the charm and the left 

over your right. Concentrate on the charms' task. 

 

Seal the left end of the charm with white wax and right end with red wax. 

 

The charm is complete and given to the intended person. 

 

Close the circle. 

 

Protection During SleepProtection During SleepProtection During SleepProtection During Sleep    

Needed: 

� Red ink 

� Verbena leaf or leaf shaped paper 

� Oak leaves 

If you fear that someone is wishing you ill or working against you, write his/her name 

or alias, in red ink, on a verbena leaf or leaf-shaped piece of paper. Burn the leaf with 

some old oak leaves and sprinkle the ashes at the southwestern most corner of the 

room you sleep in. The person will not be able to harm you during sleep or when you 

are most vulnerable. 

 

Protection for ChildrenProtection for ChildrenProtection for ChildrenProtection for Children    

Needed: 

� Rice, grain or sand 

This spell works only by day, so you must accompany this spell with some other 

enchantment for nightfall to protect your child by night. Secretly, cast a handful of 

rice, other grain or even sand, after your child as s/he leave the home for school or 

some other daytime activity. Recite the following as you do so: 



 

 

"Sunlight encircle and shield my young 
ones as your rays are above our feet." 
 

This ancient witchcraft tradition is used for forming a protective shield around the 

young until after darkness falls. It utilizes energy from the sun, so it has no power 

after sunset. 

 

Protection for Children at NigProtection for Children at NigProtection for Children at NigProtection for Children at Nighthththt    

Needed: 

� Iron nail 

� Garlic oil 

Simply anoint an authentic coffin nail or other iron nail with garlic oil. Fiercely poke 

the anointed nail into the spot your child saw the "monster" and say the following in 

an authoritative voice: 

"Be gone and trouble the young no more!" 
 

Your trespassing ghosts will keep to themselves while dwelling in your house. 

 

Protection for Your Book of ShadProtection for Your Book of ShadProtection for Your Book of ShadProtection for Your Book of Shadowsowsowsows    

“This is Book is only for my eyes, 
It is free from your hate and lies. 
You are immune with permission granted, 
If not, a hurtful seed you've planted. 
With its opening, your fate you seal. 
If your intentions be to steal, 
Harm, destroy, curse, or hide, 
With binding thread your hands be tied. 
One on one and three times three, 
My will be done, so mote it be!” 
 

Protection from FireProtection from FireProtection from FireProtection from Fire    

Needed: 

� Mistletoe or wood ash 

� Blue drawstring bag 

� Cold water 

To protect your home from the ravages of a devastating fire, place some mistletoe in a 

blue drawstring bag, douse it thoroughly with cold, clear water, and then 

immediately hang it in the "heart" of the house -- where you and your family spend 

most of your time. 

 



 

 

Or, light a piece of wood and burn to ash. Wet the ashes, let them dry, and hang in a 

blue drawstring bag. It is done. 

 

Protection SpellProtection SpellProtection SpellProtection Spell    

Needed: 

� Item connected to the person 

� Something to burn in 

� Fire 

This is a spell to protect a person from the criticism and hate of another. 

 

This spell can be done during any phase of the moon. 

 

You must have something that is connected to the person, like a piece of 

handwriting, a picture, hair, etc. Place this in a container, and set it aflame. While it 

is burning, chant: 

“Away from me. Away from me. Away from me. Away from me.” 
 

This spell won't keep the person away, but you will have a friendlier relationship 

with them than before. 

 

Protection SpellProtection SpellProtection SpellProtection Spell    

“I call the light of golden rays 
I seek protection thus I pray. 
For heavenly forces at my side 
Angels, Sages spirit guides 
Or wolves who walk with cunning skill 
Come to my aid! Come to my will! 
Black bird soaring, light my path 
So I am victim to no one’s wrath! 
And when my journey at last succeeds, 
All those who aid me Blessed Be!” 
 

Whistle three times in the direction of East. Stand after whistling and intone in a 

strong voice: 

“Wind, power of Air! Come forth this day! 
Blow out the old and whisk in the new. 
Let me call the winds, the winds of change!” 
 

Protection SpellProtection SpellProtection SpellProtection Spell    

“Hear me knights of the past, Knights of the ancient law. Hear me dead knights of an 



 

 

English tongue. Hear me knights lost in battle, who’s blade did good. Hear me knights 
of old, hear me knights of lost souls. This night I invoke thee. I summon thee to my 
arms aid. Hear me knights, a new cause be given. Your body gone now spirit be. Hear 
me Dead Knights I invoke thee. By your spirit blade I invoke thee. By your might I 
invoke you. By your spirit I invoke you. Come now, follow a new cause, I summon 
thee. Each of thee I enlist. I invoke you dead knights lost. Hear me and come to my 
aid. Hear me and fight at my side. Protect me from spirits harm. Fight my battles I say 
to thee. Hear me Spirits of lost knights, come to my aid, come to my side. Protect me 
from spirits harm. Protect me from spirits light. I invoke you. I invoke you. I invoke 
you. I invoke you. I invoke you. 
Let my army be done. 
Let it be. 
Let it be.” 
 

Protection SpProtection SpProtection SpProtection Spellellellell    

Needed: 

� Thyme 

� Powdered garlic 

� Rosemary 

� Sage 

� Cloves 

First, mix equal parts of the herbs. After you have mixed the herbs well, sprinkle it 

around your home while chanting: 

“Magick wheel twist, magick wheel turn 
Round this house the spells begun 
All fights against evil my battle be won 
Mother goddess shine your light on this place 
This (day) night protect the occupants protect this home 
With harm to none this my will be done.” 
 

Protection SpellProtection SpellProtection SpellProtection Spell    

Needed: 

� 1/8 cup jojoba oil or almond oil 

� 5 drops black pepper oil 

� 4 drops pettigrain oil 

� 1 drop clove oil 

Mix the oils together and charge the mixture by visualizing the energy leaving your 

body and infusing the oil. Wile you do this chant the following: 

“I stand here in your guardian light, 
Empower this oil with your might. 
Protection from harm is what I ask, 



 

 

Please accept this as your task.” 
 

Once your oil is charged with energy, anoint yourself with it. With a small amount of 

oil, draw a pentagram on your forehead. (Make sure you don’t let the oil drip into 

your eyes.) 

 

Protection Spell, a Simple Salt RingProtection Spell, a Simple Salt RingProtection Spell, a Simple Salt RingProtection Spell, a Simple Salt Ring    

Needed: 

� Salt 

� Water 

Preparation: 

Mix together one part salt to three parts water. The salt can be any variety, if you 

have an affinity to the ocean, use sea salt. Pure spring water is recommended, but tap 

water will do if that is all you have. 

 

Ritual: 

Circle the area to be protected splashing the salt-water as you go around. Do this 

three times. While doing each circle, repeat three times: 

“Thrice around and thrice repeat, all evil does this ring defeat.” 
 

See the shield come up as you finish the last circle. It is done. 

 

This spell should be done after the area to be protected has been cleansed and purified 

in some fashion. 

 

Protective ChantProtective ChantProtective ChantProtective Chant    

Visualize a triple circle of purplish light around your body while chanting: 

"I am protected by your might, 
O gracious Goddess, day and night." 
 

Another of the same type: visualize a triple circle and chant: 

"Trice around the circle's bound, 
evil sink into the ground." 
 

Psychic VaPsychic VaPsychic VaPsychic Vampire Protectionmpire Protectionmpire Protectionmpire Protection    

Needed: 

� 2 white candles 

� Your favorite incense 

� Sea salt in a cup or cauldron of boiling water 

� Your favorite oil 



 

 

Your altar should have on the upper right hand side a white candle representing the 

God and at the upper left side a white candle to represent the Goddess. In the middle 

there should be sea salt in a cup or a cauldron with boiling warm water, the incense 

should be at the very bottom facing towards you. 

 

Take your oil and anoint each item on your altar. With the candles you want to start 

in the middle and rub up, and to go down start in the middle and rub down. While 

anointing say these words: 

“I ward off any and all negativity, in my home, work, school, and in my everyday life. 
No evil or negativity shall enter here.” 
 

After you’ve anointed every item picture a white light around you when you feel like 

the white light is over powering, picture it hovering over your home, work, school, 

when you feel ready say these words: 

“Psychic vampires who lurk in the night 
Psychic vampires who try to destroy my life 
Destroy no more of what I have achieved, 
Destroy no more of what I have received, 
Negativity is not welcome 
Evil as well is not welcome 
In me, around me, or around people I love.” 
 

Say this out loud or to yourself but say it enough times so you feel it has worked. 

When you are done, picture the white light around you and your home, work, 

school, etc and let the white candles and incense burn until it goes out by itself. 

 

Releasing Negative BeiReleasing Negative BeiReleasing Negative BeiReleasing Negative Beingsngsngsngs    

Needed: 

� Smudge stick 

� Candle 

� Lavender or other pleasant scents 

Start by calling on your protector.  

 

Once you feel its presence, say a simple prayer of protection, such as:  

“Creator, Great Spirit, Universal Energy, I call upon your love and your protection.  
I call upon the beings of light and all those beings that help lost souls.  
See this being that has lost its way home.  
It believes it is of the dark; it has forgotten it is of the light.  
Please surround it with your love and gently guide it back to the light so that it may 
heal.  
Please surround this place and all within it with your love and protection. I give 



 

 

thanks.”  
 

Light the candle and smudge stick.  

 

Thoroughly smudge the area and yourself and allow the smoke to clear the area of 

any negativity.  

 

Then stand in the center of the room and declare that only beings of light are allowed 

in your aura or dwelling place. Call upon beings of light to protect you and your 

location.  

 

Demand that all lower energy forces leave now and return to the light.  

 

Declare that this place is only for those who live in love and light.  

 

See yourself and the room filled with and surrounded by bright white light.  

 

Know you are safe and protected. Sprinkle lavender around the room.  

 

Make sure you protect yourself for a few days after you release the beings.  

 

One way to do this is to visualize your energy field and see it filled with white light.  

 

Mentally seal it with white light and see flecks of green and pink light floating 

around your body. Do this several times a day for the next few days.  

 

You tend to be more open to negative beings once one has been removed, and this 

process will help seal up your energy field.  

 

If you again feel a negative presence, repeat the ceremony.  

 

The easiest thing to do is make sure you don't attract one in the first place.  

 

If you remember to call upon your protector and keep yourself surrounded by white 

light, they can't get near you. 

 

Repelling Jealous EnergyRepelling Jealous EnergyRepelling Jealous EnergyRepelling Jealous Energy    

Needed: 

� Short ½ inch black spell candle 

� Short ½ inch white spell candle 

� Mirror 



 

 

� Incense 

� Patchouli oil 

� Frankincense oil 

� Myrrh oil 

� Black cloth 

� Pen and paper (optional) 

Carve the following along the base of the white candle or write it on a piece of paper 

and place it underneath the candle: 

 
 

Carve the following along the base of the black candle or write it on a piece of paper 

and place it underneath the candle: 

 
 

Anoint the black with patchouli oil and the white with an equal mixture of 

frankincense and myrrh oils. 

 

Place an all black cloth over the back of a mirror (on the side that does not reflect--

this is your absorption side). Position the black candle in front of the mirror (the 

reflective side) and the white candle behind it so that the black candle energy is 

reflected and the white candle energy is absorbed. 

 

Position yourself so that you are sitting neither in front of nor behind the mirror. You 

should be sitting beside it so that the side of the mirror is in front of you. One candle 

should be on your right while the other is on your left. Do not allow yourself to be 

reflected in the glass (or interfere with either of the candles" absorptive or reflective 

energy processes). 

 

Clear your mind and light some sandalwood incense. Recite the following: 

"Currents rise and be made manifest." 
 

Clearly envision the current of energy you perceive to be surrounding you. If you 

believe there is more negative energy than positive, imagine black smoke churning 

and encircling you. 

 

Light the black candle first and recite the following: 

"This is darkness: focused and magnified." 
 

Recite the following five times and allow the candles to burn down: 



 

 

"Mandatum" 
 

Until they both burn out, do not allow your image to pass directly in front of or 

behind the mirror. It helps to place the side of the mirror directly in front of a door so 

that you can enter and leave if you need to without disturbing the spell until it is 

complete. 

 

Remember to monitor the candles carefully until they have burned out so that they 

do not cause a fire. Meditating and envisioning the clearing of the black light and the 

flowing inward of the clean light will help this spell manifest. Music also helps to 

create the proper mindset for this spell and prevents the inevitable "will-these-

candles-ever-burn-down" syndrome. 

 

Safe Date SpellSafe Date SpellSafe Date SpellSafe Date Spell    

Needed: 

� Empty paper towel tube 

� White paint 

� Red paint 

� Paint brushes 

� 3 rubber bands 

� Incense 

� Bell 

� Scented oil or perfume 

� Paper and pen 

Completely pain the outside of the paper towel tube with the white paint and allow 

to dry. Encircle the top and bottom with painted red hearts and allow to dry. In a 

magick circle, consecrate and empower the "safe date tube", asking in your own 

words that your dating experience be fun and safe. Write on the paper exactly what 

you desire to occur on the date. Don't get caught up in a complete itinerary or 

demand that others act in a certain way. Blow on the paper, then seal with a star 

drawn with your finger in oil. Roll the paper and place in the tube. Wrap the three 

rubber bands around the tube, repeating: 

"For health, for safety, for joy."  
 

Then, when the last rubber band is in place, say:  

"So mote it be."  
 

Carry the tube to the four quarters, asking for the blessings of the elements on the 

upcoming date. Ring the bell at the quarter over the tube. Return to the center of the 

circle, thank deity, close the circle and place the tube in a safe place. After the date, 

de-magick the tube by removing the rubber bands, saying: 



 

 

"I thank the universe for the gifts given to me and release this conjured energy." 
 

Remove the paper and burn. You can use the tube again for the next date. 

 

Safe Travel SpellSafe Travel SpellSafe Travel SpellSafe Travel Spell    

Needed: 

� 2 white candles anointed with sandalwood oil 

� 1 purple candle anointed with sandalwood oil 

� Photo or personal articles of the person the spell is for 

� "Personality" candle, appropriate to the recipient of the spell 

� Sandalwood incense 

Altar should be arranged as below: 

 
 

Light white candles (1 and 2) light personality candle (3) light purple candle (4), light 

incense (5). Repeat the following invocation: 

"Hail Mother of the World! 
Nanna, Isis, Astarte, Selene, Holy Sin (pronounced Sheen). 
See me, look upon me 
See me, look upon me 
See me, look upon me 
Protect me and my people tonight. 
Send your white light around me. 
Send your protective light around (name) 
That they may be protected 
As they travel and as they dream. 
Send only good and lucid energies their way. 
Thank you. 
Thank you. 
Thank you.” 
 

You can either let the candles burn out by themselves, or snuff them in reverse order 

and let them burn a little each night if the person will be on an extended trip. On the 

last night let them burn down on their own. NeverNeverNeverNever blow our or pinch out the 

candles. This destroys the luck. 

 



 

 

Shatter the Shadow SpellShatter the Shadow SpellShatter the Shadow SpellShatter the Shadow Spell    

Needed: 

� Handful of small pebbles 

� White candle 

� Incense 

� Salt 

� Picture or name of bully 

� Black pouch or bag 

� Black plate, cloth or construction paper 

� Pen and paper 

Choose what type of person you'd like to become in this situation. Write down the 

quality you'd like to possess. On the full moon or dark of the moon, cast a magick 

circle, call the quarters, and cleanse and consecrate the four elements with the 

incense, salt, holy water, and candle flame. Hold your hands over the stones, take a 

deep breath and relax. Begin by saying seven times, while envisioning the stones 

being filled with light, the following: 

"One magick 
One power 
One Spirit 
One might 
Shatter the darkness 
Bring only the light." 
 

Take another deep breath and relax. Hold the stones in your hands, and say the 

quality you would like to possess in this situation, then say the word out loud three 

times. Follow this by chanting the words "I am" until you feel lighter, happier. At the 

end of the last time, blow on the stones, saying: 

"One magick 
One power 
One Spirit 
One might 
Shatter the darkness 
Bring only the light 
As I will, so mote it be. 
This spell is sealed." 
 

Draw an equal-armed over the stones. Set the picture of the person on the black plate, 

cloth, or construction paper. Repeat the above incantation every time you drop one of 

the small pebbles on top of the picture. Finish by saying: 

"You are burdened with your own negativity. You can no longer move against me." 
 



 

 

When you know you will see the person again, take three stones from the top of the 

pile and place them in the black bag or pouch. Drop them on the shadow of the 

individual. If you will not see the person, don't worry, after seven days, bundle the 

stones on top of the picture in a black cloth. Bury the picture, stones, and cloth off 

your property. 

 

Simple Protection SpellSimple Protection SpellSimple Protection SpellSimple Protection Spell    

Chant thrice: 

“Thrice around the circle bound, Evil sink into the ground.” 
 

Simple Spell to BSimple Spell to BSimple Spell to BSimple Spell to Banish Negative Energyanish Negative Energyanish Negative Energyanish Negative Energy    

Needed: 

� Herbs to help purify/protect/banish: Dragons blood, Bay Laurel, Sage, and Benzoin 

are some suggestions. 

� Blue Candle 

� Cleansed needle, quartz with sharp point, or bolline (used for writing in candle) 

� Square paper (represents control over situation) 

� Cauldron or fire proof bowl (optional) 

� Black ink pen 

Gather your herbs and have them either scattered around or burning in cauldron or 

fire proof bowl. If no herbs find appropriate incense.  Take the blue candle and carve 

into with instrument of choice a symbol of what you are wanting or write it if you 

will. Example would be a peace sign, happy face or you could write No more negative 
use what feels right to you. 

 

On the paper write: 

“I will you away 
I banish you dark energy 
I need you not this day 
I ask the Gods to take this negativity from me 
Peace of mine and spirit is what I pray” 
 

You may want to say this out loud. I usually say it three times. While you are saying 

it light the candle. Then light the piece of paper (be sure to put down before it burns 

you) while it burns focus and visualize the fire sending its energy to you and 

consuming the negative vibes. See the darkness fading and feel the warmth of the 

flame. See yourself happy and care free. Let the candle burn out. Meditate with this 

image as long as you are able to. Give thanks to the Gods. 

 

Simple Talisman for Strength and ProtectioSimple Talisman for Strength and ProtectioSimple Talisman for Strength and ProtectioSimple Talisman for Strength and Protectionnnn    



 

 

Needed: 

� Popsicle stick (washed and dried) 

� Fine point black indelible marker 

� The four elements 

Cast the magick circle and call the quarters. Ask Spirit to enter the circle, bringing 

strength and protection. Cleanse and consecrate the stick with the four elements. On 

one side of the popsicle stick, write the Hebrew name of God: YHWH, and on the 

other side, write the feminine Hebrew letters for God: HYH. Hold the stick in your 

hand and, using your magickal voice, intone the names of god/dess (yod, he, vau, he 
and he yod he). Begin softly and slowly raise the energy and the volume level of your 

voice. When you feel that the stick has been blessed, say: 

"Ho!" 
 

Seal the magick by pressing the stick first to your forehead, then heart, over your left 

shoulder, followed by your right. Say: 

"As I will, protection be." 
 

Carry the stick with you or give to a friend. 

 

SkySkySkySky----Spirits Law and Order SpellSpirits Law and Order SpellSpirits Law and Order SpellSpirits Law and Order Spell    

Needed: 

� Red bell pepper 

� Sunflower seeds 

� Rosemary 

� Cloves 

� Garlic 

� Small red piece of paper 

� Red or black ribbon 

� Black marker 

� Knife 

Cast your magick circle, call the quarters, and do your altar devotion. Cleanse and 

consecrate all supplies. On the piece of paper with the black marker draw the Tyr 

symbol ( ). Underneath the symbol, write your name. Cut the bell pepper in half 

and clean out the seeds. Place your paper in one half of the pepper. Place the 

sunflower seeds, rosemary, and garlic on top of the paper. Put the pepper back 

together and tie with the ribbon. 

 

Hold the pepper in your hands and say: 

"Ye hallowed powers and spirits of the rune Tyr, 
My words echo forth from the heights of the Heavens 
To the depths of the Underworld. 



 

 

Resounding through the planes of the astral realms 
To the roots and green boughs of the World Tree. 
 
Bearing forth my spell from the night of becoming 
Into the daytime of being. 
For this is my will (state purpose of the spell) 
So mote it be! 
 
I call the Sky-Spirits 
Great Spirits of the Rune Tyr 
Go forth 
Go forth 
That the wheel of fate be turned 
According to my wish and will. 
 

As I say 
It shall be done. 
With harm to none. 
May this spell not reverse 
Or place upon me any curse. 
And may all astrological correspondences be correct for this working. 
So mote it be!" 
 

Thank the sky-spirits for helping you. Close the quarters, release the circle and bury 

the pepper on your property. 

 

Spell fSpell fSpell fSpell for a Suicidal Friend or Family Memberor a Suicidal Friend or Family Memberor a Suicidal Friend or Family Memberor a Suicidal Friend or Family Member    

Needed: 

� Picture of the person 

� Something they own or has touched in the last five minutes 

� Metal hanger 

� Clothespin 

� Piece of black construction paper 

� Anything you consider holy (pendant, amulet, name of a deity, ect.) 

� Cellophane tape 

� Strong tissue, dinner napkin, or white handkerchief 

� 1 spice jar of rosemary from the store 

Tape the object belonging to the person on the back of the picture. Wrap the picture 

in the black construction paper and tape, saying: 

"Nothing can harm you. All negativity will leave you. You will find the help you 
need in the strength of the Mother and those She brings to your aid." 



 

 

 

Lay the tissue out flat and place the black packet on it. Conjure the rosemary for love 

and protection and sprinkle over the packet. Place the holy object on top. Tie the 

corners of the tissue or napkin together (or tape them if you think the ply is to weak). 

Hold your hands over the bundle, and say: 

"Greatest Mother up above, send Your aid to the one I love. Please make peace in 
his/her perception and banish his/her doubt. Don't let her/him give away their power 
and help him/her to discover the simple pleasures in life. Remove his/her fear and 
pain. Make the way clear for his/her healing and recovery and let him/her recognize 
help when it comes, no matter the will or the way. I know You will do this for me. As 
I will, so shall it be done!" 
 

Clip the bundle to a wire hanger, then hang in a safe place where it will not be 

disturbed until the crisis is over and healing is complete. Every week, take the hanger 

out and repeat the prayer. That way you will be sending continuous healing energy to 

your friend or family member.  

 

Note: Note: Note: Note: This spell cannot replace outside help or assistance, and the choice to accept the 

healing energy is ultimately theirs. 

 

Spell for Protecting Your Town or Area of the CitySpell for Protecting Your Town or Area of the CitySpell for Protecting Your Town or Area of the CitySpell for Protecting Your Town or Area of the City    

Needed: 

� Mortar and pestle 

� 3 protective herbs of your choice 

� Salt 

� Local map that shows the boundaries of your town or city 

� Glue 

� 2 foot long black cord 

� Small piece of paper 

� Black marker 

� Clean notebook with black cover 

� White candle 

� Black candle 

� Pen/pencil 

� Piece of paper 

Make a sigil on a piece of paper using the following words: 

Protection for (name of the town) and all who reside therein 
 

Inscribe the sigil on the place and white candles. Grind the salt and herbs together 

with mortar and pestle, empowering them using an herbal charm. Lay the map out on 

your altar. Draw the protective sigil you made directly onto the center of the map. 



 

 

Empower the map, asking for protection and harmony for all who reside within the 

town. Trace the outline of the border with the glue and sprinkle the glue with the 

protective mixture. Light the candles using your favorite magickal chant. Place the 

candles on either side of the map and allow it to dry. When completely dry, place the 

map inside the notebook. Put the sigil you drew on the separate piece of paper inside 

the front cover. Tie the notebook shut with the black cord and put it in a safe place. 

Do not remove until the conflict is over. 

 

Spell for ProtectionSpell for ProtectionSpell for ProtectionSpell for Protection    

Needed: 

� 1 pinch cloves powder 

� 1 pinch fennel seed 

� 1 pinch devil's claw 

� 1 pinch sage leaf 

A pinch equals 1/8 teaspoon or whatever you can pinch with your index finger and 

thumb. Mix together and burn for cleansing and protection from negative energy and 

to protect you from evil spells. You can take this one from room to room in your 

home and let the smoke drift through the room cleansing the energy and bringing in 

protection. Be sure to open some windows to ventilate the room. 

 

Spell for Protection Against Any EvilSpell for Protection Against Any EvilSpell for Protection Against Any EvilSpell for Protection Against Any Evil    

Needed: 

� Staff/wand 

� Silver or blue shiny glitter 

� Ribbon 

You will need your staff (or wand) for this spell. It is best if the staff is blue, white or 

silver-- the easiest way to achieve this is to bind a ribbon, or ribbons, of the color 

around it for the spell. This means you can remove them afterwards. It is best to go 

outside for this spell, as the air movement will help disperse the glitter, and the 

magick. 

 

Cast a circle, or create a sacred space. 

 

Go to each quarter in turn (start with the West, then North, East and South), and 

pound or tap the ground with your staff/wand chanting: 

“I call thee, you who guard the watchtowers of the (direction) to guide me through 
the darkness, and ensure my safety.”  
 

Do this for all four quarters. 

 

Stand in the center and say: 



 

 

“In the shadows, evils hide, 
Ready to draw me from love’s side, 
But with your help I shall be strong 
And banish all that do me wrong 
Send them away, send them astray 
Never again to pass my way, 
So mot it be!” 
 

As you say the last three lines, scatter the glitter in a circle around you. 

 

Close the circle, and have something to eat to restore your energies! 

 

Spell of the Witch's RingSpell of the Witch's RingSpell of the Witch's RingSpell of the Witch's Ring    

Needed: 

� Ring 

� Salt 

� Incense 

� Candle 

� Water 

� Personal cologne 

� Burning dish 

� Moon oil 

� 4 bowls 

� Red votive candle 

� Red cloth or tissue paper 

This is a simple spell designed to charge a ring that will serve as protection. The 

preparation of the Witch's ring should begin two days before the first night of the 

Full Moon. Midnight is best but nine in the evening will do if necessary. The spell 

calls for a ring with a stone setting. Consult a table of occult correspondences for a 

stone that you wish to form an alignment with. Once you have the ring you desire to 

use, then perform the following ritual. Consecrate the ring to the four elements. To 

do this, simply prepare four bowls. Pour salt into one bowl, and place smoking 

incense in another. In the third bowl set a lighted red votive candle. Pour clean water 

into the last bowl. Then touch the ring to each bowl saying: 

“I consecrate thee by earth (salt), air (incense), fire (votive candle), and water (water bowl).” 

 

Pour a small amount of personal cologne in your burning dish. Light the fluid. Hold 

the ring over the flame, turning it, and chanting: 

“I dedicate and consecrate this ring with a stone of (stone) and metal of (metal) to be 
a 
ring of Witchery unto me with the powers of the Goddess three, the Lady of all 



 

 

Witchery, 
and as my word so mote it be.” 
 

Place an incense of the Moon in a bowl and light it. Set a bottle of Moon oil nearby. 

Hold the ring over the incense, passing it through the smoke three times. Then anoint 

the ring with the oil. Wrap the ring in a red cloth or tissue paper and leave it for 

three nights in a place where the Moon will shine on it each night, at the same hour 

(at least one hour after sundown on an odd-numbered hour.) Chant the following 

over the ring (still in the red wrapping): 

“Any and all who perfect an image of me, with my likeness or as a crude consecrated 
image to be me, to do me bodily harm or to injure me spiritually and try to take my 
breath 
away, to cause me to dwindle or pine, pine away to nothing, to wish evil up on me, to 
badger me with their anger or bad thoughts, by picture, image, or name, the ring of 
my 
Lady protect me, metal and stone, flesh and bone, safe forever in you powers, free 
from 
evil, fear, or despair, on the sender of the evil will rebound by the law of the Lady 
thrice 
crowned, hearken all unto me, as I speak, so mote it be.” 
 

Wear the ring whenever you are in a ritual setting, or whenever you feel the need for 

protection. On the night of each Full Moon thereafter, anoint the ring again by 

rubbing a drop of oil on the stone. Then raise the ring upward toward the Moon and 

ask for blessings in the name of the Goddess. 

 

Spell to Banish Negative EneSpell to Banish Negative EneSpell to Banish Negative EneSpell to Banish Negative Energy from a Housergy from a Housergy from a Housergy from a House    

Needed: 

� 4 black candles 

� 4 pieces of onyx, lodestone or magnetized iron 

� Incense 

Take four black candles and put them at each of the cardinal points of your home. 

Next to each candle put a piece of onyx, lodestone or magnetized iron. Light the four 

candles and see them sucking up all the negative energy in the house and channeling 

it back into the earth through the stones. 

 

Next take a stick of incense (frankincense or sandalwood is best) and draw a 

banishing pentagram of Earth at each window, wall, door and corner of your house. 

(To draw a banishing pentagram of Earth: start at the lower left then up to the top 

then down to the right, across to the upper left point and back to the upper right 

point and finish at the lower left point.) Visualize the negative energy being pushed 



 

 

beyond the pentagram and locked outside as you complete it. 

 

After the candles have burned a bit and you feel that they have absorbed the negative 

energies bury them outside around the house (in the four directions). Leave the 

stones where they are, and visualize them as a spiritual electric fence that keeps the 

negative energy or pesky spirits from coming back in. 

 

Spell to Protect the Home from IntrudersSpell to Protect the Home from IntrudersSpell to Protect the Home from IntrudersSpell to Protect the Home from Intruders    

Needed: 

� Broomstick 

Place your broomstick across the doorway at night to prevent intruders from entering 

your home. 

 

Spell to Protect Your VehicleSpell to Protect Your VehicleSpell to Protect Your VehicleSpell to Protect Your Vehicle    

Needed: 

� Spring water 

� Sea salt/rock salt 

Take the Spring water and with your finger draw a pentacle on the following: 

� All windows 

� All doors 

� All tires 

� On the hood 

� On the trunk 

� On the roof 

Then say: 

“Great mother, Hecate I call ye forth 
Gracious Goddess Up above 
Protect herein all I love 
Keeps us save and free from harm 
If no be right, set off alarm 
Transport us safely from here to there 
let no weather be no care 
my car turns right 
my car turns left 
keep if free from harm and theft 
Circle of protection gather round 
When danger comes hunting 
we can't be found.” 
 

Then sprinkle the sea salt/rock salt clockwise direction around the car and try to keep 

an unbroken line and say: 



 

 

"This spell is seal 
this spell is locked 
all negative energy is completely blocked." 
 

Spell to Remove the Enemy and Promote HarmonySpell to Remove the Enemy and Promote HarmonySpell to Remove the Enemy and Promote HarmonySpell to Remove the Enemy and Promote Harmony    

Needed: 

� Piece of braided rope 

� 7 black feathers 

� 7 white feathers 

� Stone at least 2 inches wide 

� Small plastic toy of a person or a poppet 

Lay out all your supplies on the altar. Connect the poppet to the negative energy 

emitted by the enemy. Untie one of the ends of the braid and separate the strands of 

the rope. Begin tying first a black feather into the rope, followed by a white feather. 

As you tie all the feathers, use your favorite chant to build power. Tie the poppet into 

the strands last. Weight the worry by tying the stone into the rope. Take the work to 

a flowing stream, river, lake, or the ocean and throw it into the water with as much 

strength as you can, saying: 

"O gracious lady, bring to me 
Peace and acts of harmony. 
Banish evil -- make it flee 
As I will, so mote it be!" 
 

Spell to Trap an Evil SpiritSpell to Trap an Evil SpiritSpell to Trap an Evil SpiritSpell to Trap an Evil Spirit    

Needed: 

� Salt water 

� 1 part sea salt 

� 8 parts spring water 

� 1 dried rose 

� 13 rose thorns 

� 1 small glass jar with a tight fitting lid 

Put the rose thorns into the jar one at a time and as you do this and drop one in, 

chant the following words each time:  

"Thou Demon presence. Be no more!" 
 

Crush up the thorns in the jar and then crush up the rose petals and add them to the 

jar, slowly add the salt water. Keep the jar open overnight.  

 

The next morning before the sunrise close the lid. All the evil should now be trapped 

inside the jar.  

 



 

 

Cover the jar with a cloth and bury it far away from the house in a place that has no 

buildings nearby. 

 

The Banishing SpellThe Banishing SpellThe Banishing SpellThe Banishing Spell    

Needed: 

� Your favorite herbs 

� Athame 

� Salt 

� Pentacle 

� White sage or frankincense 

Begin with a ritual bath with the strong intention of cleansing away unwanted 

energy. (Remember that the energy you put into forming your intention will have a 

significant influence on the outcome of your actions. If you prepare the bath with 

nothing more than physical cleansing in mind, then you will most likely achieve just 

that and nothing more.) Draw the bath, add an infusion of your favorite herbs, and let 

it steep a while. 

 

Go to your altar and use your athame to place three heaps of salt upon the pentacle. 

 

Consecrate the salt and cast it into the bathwater, envisioning all of the energy you 

have imbued into the salt dissolving into the water and surrounding you. 

 

As you bathe in the purified waters, allow your mind to transcend all undesirable 

influences, allow your spirit to rise up. Send your energy to the feet of the great 

Goddess, to a place far beyond the reach of any harm, real or imagined. 

 

After this meditation, dry and dress yourself (if you wish to) and enter your temple 

space. 

 

Burn white sage or frankincense to clear the room, and take up your athame. 

 

Point the blade directly in front of you and slowly turn clockwise around the circle. 

As you turn, clearly envision a line of fire emanating from the tip of the blade and 

surrounding the border of the circle. As you pass each direction, firmly speak the 

following charge: 

"As the archangel Gabriel stands before me 
Undesired guest, unwanted presence, I banish thee! 
May the gale force winds of the frozen North 
Tear thee from me and cast ye forth 
May the mighty earth with all her power 
Assist me in this needful hour 



 

 

So that once thou art from me swept away 
Encased in stone forever thou will stay 
And by the law of three times three 
For the good of all I banish thee 
This charm never rebound on me 
As I do will, so must it be! 
As the archangel Raphael stands behind me 
Undesired one, unwanted guest, I banish thee 
As sure as the moon doth wax and wane 
Thou art swept away by the fire's flame 
Unto me thou will never return 
Nor unto another, for truly ye will burn 
Until only a harmless ash remains 
To be washed away by a cleansing rain 
For good of all this charge I lay 
A day turns to night and night turns to day 
I banish thee by three times three 
As I do will, so must it be! 
As the archangel Michael stands to my right 
I banish thee with all my might 
Unwanted one from me be gone 
And be consumed in the fires of dawn 
May the turbulent winds of the sirocco rise 
And sweep your sight far from my eyes 
The wind from the east may never cease 
To keep thee away and never release thee 
Bound that ye may do no harm 
I banish thee by sacred charm. 
The archangel Uriel guards me from the left side 
Thou will find no shelter, no place to hide 
The force of the oceans will pull thee away 
On the floor of the ocean shall ye ever stay 
The tides will draw thee into the deep 
Never to wake and never to sleep 
But dissolve into the great abyss 
By strength of the charm, I promise this 
To cast you into the deepest sea 
For the good of all I banish thee 
This charm never to rebound on me 
As I do will, so must it be!" 
 



 

 

The Bully Frog Banish SpellThe Bully Frog Banish SpellThe Bully Frog Banish SpellThe Bully Frog Banish Spell    

Needed: 

� Plastic frog 

� Piece of paper with the bully's name on it 

� Rubber band 

� Box that the frog will fit in 

Cast your magick circle, call the quarters, and do your altar devotion. Cleanse and 

consecrate all supplies in the name of banishment. Hold the frog in your hands and 

say: 

"I link this frog to (bully's name)." 
 

Close your eyes and see the bully in your mind. Now open your eyes and superimpose 

the bully's face over that of the frog. Take the piece of paper with the bully's name on 

it and rubber band the paper to the frog. Put the frog in the box, close the lid and say: 

"(Person's name), I forever banish you from my life. 
With harm to none. 
May this spell not reverse or place upon me any curse. 
May all astrological correspondences be correct for this working. 
So mote it be!" 
 

Bury the box outside as you repeat: 

"Away, away, I banish thee, away!" 
 

The Protection SpellThe Protection SpellThe Protection SpellThe Protection Spell    

Cast a circle, call in the elements, and invite the Goddess and God to witness your 

work as you ask for their protection. 

 

State the following: 

"Hear thou me, Triple Goddess, Sacred Maiden, Blessed Mother, Crone of Wisdom, 
Creatrix of all things, and thy blessed Consort, the Sun King, who rides his fiery 
chariot across the sky. Be thou a shield for my soul, my life, and my body; inside as 
well as outside, for seeing and hearing, tasting, smelling, and feeling, for flesh and for 
blood, veins, and sinews, cartilage and bone, bowls, and all my body's movements and 
connections. Indeed for thy name's sake may all my joints and limbs receive life and 
spirit, to move, and be strengthened, and become whole. Protect me, Lord and Lady, 
on the right and left sides, forward and backward, above and below, from the inside 
and outside, when I bow down, and when I rise up. In hard weather, in waters great 
and small, in the sea in high waves and in confusing darkness; when I am walking, 
standing, sitting, in sleep and while awake, in silence and while talking, and in all of 
my body's workings. Protect me from deadly dangers that threaten from land, from 
the water and sea, from all beasts and creatures of the ocean, birds and beasts that go 



 

 

on four feet and all creeping beasts. Protect me, Lord and Lady, from all evil, from fire 
and claps of thunder, from snow and hail, from rain and wind, from earthquakes and 
all kinds of movement in the earth; from poison, from all glances from envious eyes, 
from evil words and works, and dangerous situations. Protect me from all the 
hostility of the enemy who wants to withhold all good things, here before death, and 
in death, and in the other world after death. Thou Goddess and God who live in 
perfect balance through all the ages, so mote it be." 
 

Meditate in perfect silence for a while. Reflect on the words of power you have 

spoken. Feel the transformative powers begin to take effect. Notice how utterly 

specific the verse is. 

 

Observe the subtle changes in your perception, how different you feel now that you 

have treated yourself as a sacred being. Bask in the presence of the divine reality and 

thank the Goddess and the God for their presence at your ritual. You may substitute 

the names of goddesses and gods with whose energy you feel the need to work for the 

honorific titles used in the verse given above. 

 

When you feel that you have allowed enough time for the spell to take effect, it is 

time to release the deities invoked and to release the elements as well. It is important 

that the spirits be released with as much eloquence and reverence as when you called 

them in. 

 

Three Leaves Bottle SpellThree Leaves Bottle SpellThree Leaves Bottle SpellThree Leaves Bottle Spell    

Needed: 

� 3 oak leaves 

� 3 willow leaves 

� 3 maple leaves 

� Patchouli oil 

� Small glass bottle with cork 

� Wax 

Gather three leaves from each of the following plants: an oak tree, a willow tree and a 

maple tree. Drip three drops of patchouli oil on the pile and recite the following: 

"Three green leaves 
From Nature’s fold 
Two bright and young 
And one of old. 
 

Bind the strength 
Of earthen gnome 
Within the bounds 



 

 

Of this my home." 
 

Put the leaves into a small bottle with a wax sealed cork and place it at the head of 

your bead or at least within three feet of your head for protection against nightmares 

and hostile sendings. 

 

Three Times Three SpellThree Times Three SpellThree Times Three SpellThree Times Three Spell    

Needed: 

� Something of the person 

This is a three times three spell to use on people who were corrupt in their ways. It 

has no negative consequence unless you think ill of the person while casting the spell. 

“Wind in the north, run through the trees 
Three times three, let them see, let them see 
Sands of the east, rich soils beneath 
Three times three, set them free, set them free 
Fires in the south, awaken from sleep 
Three times three, let them see, let them see 
Water of the west, flow to the seas 
Three times three, set them free, set them free.” 
 

It works best if you have something representing that person, like a strand of their 

hair or a fingernail. The spell may not work instantaneously, you may have to repeat 

it for the person to see error in their ways. Please be sure you're not being 

hypocritical, because that may cause negative feedback. So, all warnings given, 

blessed be! 

 

Thunderstone for Home ProtectionThunderstone for Home ProtectionThunderstone for Home ProtectionThunderstone for Home Protection    

Needed: 

� 1 round, smooth stone that fits in your palm 

� Several small pieces of mirror 

� Glue 

On the night of a full moon, cleanse, consecrate, and empower the stone, mirrors, and 

glue, asking for divine protection. You can petition the Lord and Lady, the angels, or 

the animal spirit of your choice. As you glue the mirrors on the top surface of the 

stone, intone the following chant: 

"To guard, to protect, to ward off evil 
Keep my world safe from awful upheaval 
Thunder to shatter and lightning to blast 
So mote it be, this magick is cast." 
 

Repeat the chant seven times, then blow on the stone, saying: 



 

 

"As above, so below, this magick is sealed." 
 

Empower again in thirty days. For extra power, infuse during a thunderstorm. 

 

Tie His/Her Tongue SpellTie His/Her Tongue SpellTie His/Her Tongue SpellTie His/Her Tongue Spell    

Needed: 

� Piece of red felt 

� Black embroidery thread 

� Black marker 

� Empty jelly jar with a lid 

� Scissors 

In sacred space, cleanse, consecrate, and empower all items for protection. Make a big 

tongue out of the felt and cut it out. Write the person who spread the rumors and 

gossip about you on the tongue with the black marker. If you don't know who the 

culprit might be, then write: Whoever is spreading gossip. Take the embroidery 

thread and sew along your lines of writing. With each stitch, say: 

"I tie your tongue, you nasty one, 
So you can harm no more." 
 

When you've finished, cut the thread and say: 

"I push your evil away from me. 
Whatever you sent to me, goes back to thee." 
 

Tie the tongue into a big knot and say: 

"Guardian angel, please protect me from this person's gossip. 
Send back their negative energy." 
 

Put the tongue in the jar, seal it, and say: 

"I confine your evil to yourself. 
May Spirit help you deal with your own low self-esteem." 
 

Keep the jar in a safe place. If the person ever bothers you again, open the jar and do 

the spell a second time. 

 

To Banish an Unwanted EntityTo Banish an Unwanted EntityTo Banish an Unwanted EntityTo Banish an Unwanted Entity    

Needed: 

� Salt or incense 

Speak directly to the entity, or in the room most affected, saying:  

“It is time to leave here; all is well. There is nothing here for you now, You must be 
gone.  
Go now, go -- complete your passing, Go, and with our blessing fare well. Farewell.”  



 

 

 

Remove everything of the previous occupant -- writing and photos in particular.  

 

If there is anything you wish to keep, purify it with salt or incense, saying:  

“With this I purify you of the past Of hurt and memories Keeping only Love.” 
 

To Banish SomeonTo Banish SomeonTo Banish SomeonTo Banish Someone's Influence from Your Lifee's Influence from Your Lifee's Influence from Your Lifee's Influence from Your Life    

Needed: 

� Pen/pencil 

� Paper 

� Mortar and pestle 

� Salt 

� Black pepper 

� Red pepper 

� Glue 

Write the person's name who is giving you problems in big letters on a large piece of 

paper. With the mortar and pestle, mix salt, black pepper and red pepper together. 

Trace the letters on the paper with glue, and while it's still wet, sprinkle the glue 

with the banishing mixture. As the glue dries, repeat the following chant: 

“Goddess made thee man/woman and dog, nose to the ground and let me be, run -- 
not walk -- away from me." 
 

When completely dry, burn the paper and place the ashes near the person who is 

bothering you. 

 

ToToToTo Decrease the Number of People Around You Decrease the Number of People Around You Decrease the Number of People Around You Decrease the Number of People Around You    

Needed: 

� Pinch of sugar 

� White silk poppet 

� Citronella oil 

� Black pepper 

On any night of the waning moon, lightly anoint a white silk poppet with citronella 

oil and place it inside a triangle (with one point directed upward). 

 

Next, sprinkle the doll and the area around it with a small amount of black pepper. 

 

Recite the following five times and blow the grains away with one breath: 

"Peasants, be gone!" 
 

Sprinkle the doll with a small pinch of sugar (nature hates a void and if you don‘t fill 

it, she will do it for you without consideration to what you want). 



 

 

 

Those difficult individuals around you will move away from you. Those remaining 

around you will be sweet. 

 

To Keep from Being InTo Keep from Being InTo Keep from Being InTo Keep from Being Intimidatedtimidatedtimidatedtimidated    

Needed: 

� Wood 

� Something to carve with 

� Dragon's blood oil 

Carve the following symbol into a piece of wood and anoint it with Dragon’s Blood 

Oil. 

 
 

Place it in the sun for eight days during the waxing phase of the moon. On the eighth 

day recite the following: 

"No words, No wills, No hands may break my spirit." 
 

Carry the totem with you always. Should you ever feel yourself becoming 

intimidated, rub the wood with the index finger of your left (receptive) hand and 

recite the following under your breath: 

"No words, No wills, No hands" 
 

To Make a Purification BroomTo Make a Purification BroomTo Make a Purification BroomTo Make a Purification Broom    

Needed: 

� Straight branch (12-18 inches long, ½ inch diameter) 

� Scissors 

� Raffia 

� Salt water 

� Cedar/fennel/lavender/rosemary/broom 

From time to time it is necessary to purify our home because of sickness, conflict in 

the home, etc. Many witches also like to purify the home in the spring, and Ostara, 

the upcoming Spring Equinox, is a traditional time to make our brooms and use them. 

I like to make short brooms for this ritual because they're easier to use, but you may 

make a longer one if you like. 

 

Assemble your tools and materials and create a sacred space to work in. Charge the 

branch and plant materials by taking each in turn in your hands and sending 



 

 

purifying energies into them. Visualize a white cleansing light emanating from your 

hands and being absorbed by the branch and plants. Take the raffia and tie three 

circles on one end of the branch while you say:  

“I bind you in purification.” 
 

Now take several stalks of the plant materials, leafy ends down, and place them 

around the end of the branch with the three loops of raffia (to form a round broom 

shape). Visualize the white light, and tie three loops around the branch and plants. 

Place another layer of plant material around the branch, tie three more loops while 

you visualize. Do this until your broom is as full as you want. Tie the end of the raffia 

three times around the branch and plants, pull the end through some of the loops and 

tie three knots. Snip off the excess raffia. Thank the branch and plant materials for 

their sacrifice. 

 

Sprinkle some of the salt water on the broom sweeps and visualize all negative forces 

melting away. Now walk to your door, open it and vigorously sweep close to the floor 

(you don't actually have to sweep the floor). Visualize all negativity being swept out 

the door. Now moving clockwise around the house, sweep each door and window 

and at the upper and lower corners of each room. When you've made your way back 

to the door, open it again, sweep out, then shake your broom vigorously three times 

to shake away anything that stuck to it. 

 

Leave it outside your door, do not bring it in again. At your first opportunity, take it 

apart and bury all the materials. 

 

To Make Someone Leave You AloneTo Make Someone Leave You AloneTo Make Someone Leave You AloneTo Make Someone Leave You Alone    

Needed: 

� Piece of paper 

� Pen 

� Air-tight container 

� Water 

� Herbs 

� Black string 

This is a variation on a popular spell used to stop someone from harming or bothering 

you. This must be performed during a waning moon. 

 

On a piece of parchment or recycled paper, write the name and birth date of the 

person you are wishing "away". 

 

Now fill an air-tight container (like a baby food jar or Tupperware container) with 

water. Add a pinch of one or more of these magical herbs: ash tree leaves, clover, 



 

 

lovage, lilac, garlic clove. Take the paper with the name on it and fold it three times. 

Tie a black string or thread around it and drop it in the water. Seal the container up 

and bury it in a safe spot in your garden, yard or flower box. Once the person has left 

you alone or no longer poses a problem to you, open the container and empty it to the 

earth. Keep the container instead of leaving it to Mother Earth. 

 

To Protect a PetTo Protect a PetTo Protect a PetTo Protect a Pet    

Needed: 

� Chain collar 

� Black ribbon 

� Patchouli oil 

� White silk 

� Tiger's eye 

� Lapis lazuli 

� Obsidian 

� Moonstone 

Acquire a chain collar for your pet. Anoint a black ribbon (lightly) with patchouli oil 

and weave it between the links of the chain collar. 

 

Place the collar in a white silk cloth with a piece each of: tiger’s eye, lapis lazuli 

obsidian and moonstone for seven days and seven nights. 

 

At the end of the seventh night (the eighth morning) remove the collar from the silk 

cloth and place it around your pet’s neck while whispering the following in it’s ear: 

"No twisted webs of baneful weave." 
 

To Protect an ObjectTo Protect an ObjectTo Protect an ObjectTo Protect an Object    

Needed: 

� Object to be Protected 

With the first and middle fingers, trace a pentagram over the object to be protected. 

Visualize electric blue or purple flame streaming from your fingers to form the 

pentagram. Say this as you trace: 

“With this pentagram I lay 
Protection here both night and day. 
And the one who should not touch 
Let his fingers burn and twitch 
I now invoke the law of three: 
This is my will, so mote it be!” 
 

To Protect from TheftTo Protect from TheftTo Protect from TheftTo Protect from Theft    



 

 

Needed: 

� Mortar and pestle 

� 1 part heather 

� 1 part basil 

� 1 part angelica 

� 2 parts garlic 

� Gray taper candle 

� Dragon's blood oil 

Combine the heather, basil, angelica and garlic in your mortar and pestle. 

 

Spread the combined mixture on an altar facing the east and draw the following 

symbol with the index finger of your right (projective) hand. 

 
 

Place the gray taper candle anointed with Dragon’s Blood Oil in the center of the 

symbol and recite the following: 

"Let nothing treasured fall from my hands." 
 

To Protect PossessTo Protect PossessTo Protect PossessTo Protect Possessionsionsionsions    

Needed: 

� Item you wish to protect 

Walk eleven times around the object you wish to protect and say each time: 

“Protected from Harm 
Who breaks this charm 
Will fall away 
Then disappear to Nothingness” 
 

To Protect Your House From ProwlersTo Protect Your House From ProwlersTo Protect Your House From ProwlersTo Protect Your House From Prowlers    

Needed: 

� Salt 

Sprinkle salt throughout the house while repeating the following incantation: 

“As this salt I sprinkle about 
To keep the evil spirits out 
Let no danger enter in 
Any opening herein 
I now invoke the law of three 
This is my will, 



 

 

So mote it be!” 
 

Visualize the salt creating a blanket of protective, glowing energy around your home. 

It is done. 

 

To Remove Evil or Negative STo Remove Evil or Negative STo Remove Evil or Negative STo Remove Evil or Negative Spiritspiritspiritspirits    

Needed: 

� 2 pinches of myrrh gum powder 

� 1 pinch of rue 

� 1 pinch sandalwood powder 

� Black candle 

� Charcoal 

Burn half of this mix on charcoal and sprinkle the remaining mixture around the 

home or in the room where you feel the energy is strongest. Use a black candle with 

this one. Repeat as necessary, sometimes it may take more than once to remove a 

stubborn energy or spirit. 

 

To RTo RTo RTo Reverse a Hexeverse a Hexeverse a Hexeverse a Hex    

"Spell, spell, spell be gone! 
Back to which ye belong. 
Back to the caster 
Take your disaster" 
 

Or 

 

"Thinking of me 
But just the same 
Return this spell 
From whence it came 
Upon my safety, I do hold 
Send the damage, return threefold!" 
 

To SafeguTo SafeguTo SafeguTo Safeguard the Cook and Kitchenard the Cook and Kitchenard the Cook and Kitchenard the Cook and Kitchen    

Aloe has long been considered a magical/medicinal plant. Grow one in your kitchen, 

or as near your kitchen as you can, to safeguard you from nasty kitchen accidents 

such as cuts and burns. Dab some aloe gel on your major kitchen appliances, tools, 

doors and windows to safeguard them as well. 

 

Garlic is well known for its protective qualities. Place a bulb of garlic on your kitchen 

window, or hang a rope of garlic in your kitchen. Do not ever use these for food -- 



 

 

remember, they are there collecting negative energy. Periodically, remove the garlic 

and bury in the earth. Remember to thank the garlic and the earth for their service to 

you. 

 

A Kitchen Witch Bottle will protect your food from contamination or burning. 

 

There are many ways of constructing these, but I like to put three needles, three pins 

and three iron nails into a jar filled with salt. Seal it tightly and shake it vigorously 

nine times. Place three dabs of red wax along the seal. While you're constructing 

your Kitchen Witch Bottle, visualize your kitchen as a peaceful, safe place, full of 

delicious aromas, and savory food. Place your Kitchen Witch Bottle on a top shelf of 

your cupboard where it will not be disturbed. 

 

To Stop Someone from Being AbusiveTo Stop Someone from Being AbusiveTo Stop Someone from Being AbusiveTo Stop Someone from Being Abusive    

Needed: 

� Elephant totem 

� Black string 

� Primrose oil 

Wear a totem of an elephant on a black string around your neck. Anoint the figure 

with primrose oil while it rests over your heart. 

 

Whenever you are confronted with this person, rub the totem and recite the 

following under your breath three times: 

"Stop your fever with chills of your own device." 
 

To Turn an Enemy into a FriendTo Turn an Enemy into a FriendTo Turn an Enemy into a FriendTo Turn an Enemy into a Friend    

Needed: 

� Brown taper candle 

� Rose oil 

� Knife 

During the waxing phase of the moon, anoint a brown taper candle with rose oil and 

carve the following along the base: 

 
 

Light the candle and allow it to burn until it is halfway down. Pinch out the wick 

with your fingers and turn it over and dig out the wick from the base. Return it to its 

candle holder. 

 

Recite the following five times and light the new wick: 

"Sweets to the sweet." 



 

 

 

Allow the candle to burn itself out. 

 

Traditional Witch BottleTraditional Witch BottleTraditional Witch BottleTraditional Witch Bottle    

Needed: 

� Bottle with a cork stopper 

� 1 ½ inch white spell candle 

� 2 strands of black cord 

� 1 strand of red cord 

� 1 tablespoon powdered Arabic gum 

� 4 tablespoons sea salt 

� 4 tablespoons black pepper 

� 1 tablespoon powdered frankincense 

� 1 tablespoon powdered myrrh 

� 1 tablespoon powdered benzoin 

� Dragon's blood ink or red ink 

� Parchment paper 

Mix the dry ingredients in a bowl with your projective (right) hand. Then cut a piece 

of parchment to fit inside your bottle and carefully copy on it the following message 

in entirety using the Dragon’s Blood ink (or other red ink): 

 
 

Roll up the parchment, tie it with black thread to bind it, and place it in the bottle. 

Fill the bottle with the dry ingredients. Then take the white candle and drip wax over 

the corked bottle neck to seal it while turning the candle in a deosil (clockwise) 

direction and the bottle neck in a widdershins (counterclockwise) direction. Bury the 

bottle in a secret place during the Witching Hour (1:00am), being sure that you are 

not seen. Choose a spot where the bottle will remain undisturbed for at least nine 

cycles of the moon. Once you have buried it completely sprinkle the area with sea 

salt and recite the following a single time: 

"Mandatum" 
 



 

 

Leave without looking back. Do not return to the spot at least until after it has rained. 

 

Uncrossing SpellUncrossing SpellUncrossing SpellUncrossing Spell    

Needed: 

� Patchouli oil 

� 1 cup rainwater 

� Apple cider vinegar 

� Uncrossing oil 

� Garlic powder 

� Sea salt 

Place Seven drops of the Patchouli oil, three drops of vinegar and a pinch of garlic 

powder in the cup of rainwater. Add nine drops of uncrossing oil and repeat this 

chant: 

"Hex be broken 
By nigh this day 
E'er bind the root 
Of Caster’s way." 
 

Place the glass with the oil and water mixture (covered with a black cloth) in your 

window for three days before the moon is full. On the night of the Full Moon, pour 

the remaining water into a steaming bath sprinkled liberally with uncrossing bath 

salts. Soak for at least 20 minutes while chanting the following: 

"Eihavae Wai Seinea Couva Mei." 
    

Undo a HexUndo a HexUndo a HexUndo a Hex    

Needed: 

� Fresh red chili pepper 

� Red ribbon 

� Paper 

� Smooth medium stone 

� Brown paint 

To undo a hex, bad energies, bad fortune, and get rid of bad situations in your life. 

 

“When stars do fail the planets morn, their mother, no more children born. Escape 
the bonds through fractal geometry, catching the curves, enchanting the dichotomy.” 
-- Open with this. 

 

"Where deal was made and vow was broken, seize his tongue that truth be spoken. 
What words of ill come from his mouth, let them to his belly travel South." -- Recite 
this three times while preparing the next part. 

 



 

 

Take his name and bind in red, with a hot chili pepper and place it under your bed. 

 

Before you sleep, his name invoke, by the morning of the third day turn the bundle to 

smoke. Do this out doors in the dawn’s early light, facing South speak out for what is 

right. Declare your wounds be healed before dusk, lest his words to a shrink he in 

trust. 

 

Then with your stone and brown paint write his name on the top and a symbol of the 

problem on the back (Money= $; Love= heart; ect.) and a X circled upon them, do not 

slack. Bury quickly far away and out of sight, rest assured it will be visited in the 

night! 

 

Call out to Akianshasar to aid in your plight, once done be happy to sleep one good 

night. By morning, from dream, you’ll be well aware of all that will happen in this 

misfortune you share. 

 

Warning SpellWarning SpellWarning SpellWarning Spell    

This spell is a personal warning to one who tried to invade my home. The dragons 

have been raised up, the home is under protection, and the one responsible will be 

found and dealt with accordingly. 

"Eucalyptus scents the air, 
Cleansing the hearth and home of forbidden stare, 
Herbs adorn the entry doors, 
Salt sprinkled along the floors." 
 

"Beware, the red dragon has been sent to fetch, 
The name of that very wretch, 
Whom the shadows pay mind, 
The dragon, he or she will find." 
 

"Cast out thrice these shadows be, 
Severe protection the dragons give to me, 
I bind you now from my sacred home, 
Your name accursed within my tome." 
 

Witch BallWitch BallWitch BallWitch Ball    

Needed: 

� 1 red taper candle 

� 1 clear ball ornament that has a cap you can pull off 

� Red string 

� Silver paint 



 

 

� Frankincense or patchouli 

Take the cap off of the ornament. Put silver paint in the ornament and swish it 

around until the whole inside is covered put it aside and let it dry. 

 

After the paint is dry (this varies depending on the paint and how thick you coated it. 

You may wish to leave it overnight if you have the time), take the red string and cut 

it into strips that are three inches in length, and fill the ball up with the strips until its 

full.  

 

Put a few drops of oil in it. You can add protective herbs also if you'd like. 

 

When finished, cap off the ball with the cap it came with, or close it off with the 

candle wax. 

 

Lastly visualize protective energy filling the ball and recite with intent: 

"Symbol of the moon, symbol of the lady divine, Reject all negativity, defend this 
home (car, etc.), me and mine!" 
 

You may hang the ball in a window, a car, on a wreath on the door, so-on. 

 

Witches BottleWitches BottleWitches BottleWitches Bottle    

Needed: 

� Mason jar 

� Pins 

� Needles 

� Razor blades 

� Cactus spines 

� Rose thorns 

� Broken glass 

� 3 drops of your blood 

� Urine 

(Protection from allallallall harm) 

 

Take a mason jar and put pins, needles, razor blades, cactus spines, rose thorns, 

broken glass, etc. in it. Prick your finger and let at least three drops of your blood into 

jar (this binds the jar to you). While making the bottle concentrate your thoughts on 

what you are doing. Urinate in the bottle and seal it well. Dig a hole and put it in it 

and say: 

“Lord of Life, Lady of Light - Join me here for this rite 
I have made this bottle for my protection 
According to ancient ways and tradition. 



 

 

Direct all harm sent my way - To this grave I make today. 
Return it three fold to the send - And let my life ever be better 
Open my ears to hear and my eyes to see 
As I will, So Mote It Be!” 


